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JURISDICTION 
The following authorities confer jurisdiction upon the Utah 
Supreme Court to hear this appeal: Utah Code Annotated., 78-2-2 
(3) (i) (Cumm Supp. 1986); Rule 3(a), Utah Rules of Appellate 
Procedure. 
ISSUES ON APPEAL 
1. Whether the trial Court erred in ruling that there was no 
contract between Wadsworth and the City of St. George. 
a. Whether the Court erred in ruling that the award of 
the Project by the St. George City Council on January 10, 1991, did 
not constitute an acceptance of Wadsworthfs Bid and a contract. 
b. Whether the Court erred in ruling that the award on 
January 10, 1991, was a conditional award of the contract. 
c. Whether the Court erred in ruling that the alleged 
conditional award of the contract was not accepted by Wadsworth. 
d. Whether the Court erred in ruling that there was no 
Contract because it was not formally signed. 
2. Whether the Court erred in ruling that the City of St. 
George properly attempted to negotiate with the bidders on the 
public construction project after the bid opening and properly 
rebid the project under St. George City Code § 9-5-4(3). 
Standard of Review 
Whether a contract is formed or exists under the facts in this 
case is a question of law. Hayes v. Underwood, 411 P.2d 717 
(Kansas 1966). Whether the action by the City Council on January 
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10, 1991, relative to Wadsworth's bid was an award or a conditional 
award, and whether a contract is precluded by the lack of signature 
on the formal written contract, are also issues of law. On these 
issues as to the law applicable to the facts, the appellate court 
reviews the trial court's rulings for correctness and accords them 
no particular deference. Van Dvke v. Chappell. 818 P.2d 1023, 1024 
(Utah 1991); Mountain Fuel Supply v. Salt Lake City, 752 P.2d 884, 
887 (Utah 1988). 
Whether the City of St. George satisfied the conditions for 
rebidding the project under St. George City Code § 9-5-4(3) appears 
to involve mixed questions of fact and law in that it involves the 
interpretation of the City Code. The standard of review on such 
issues is that the appellate court does not afford the deference 
which would be due to pure factual issues. Maraulies by Marqulies 
v. Upchurch. 696 P.2d 1195, 1200 (Utah 1985). 
As to whether Wadsworth accepted the supposed "condition" of 
the contract award, this is an issue of fact. The standard of 
review on this issue is whether there is sufficient evidence for 
the trial court's finding that Wadsworth did not accept the 
"condition" to reduce the scope and cost of the project. The 
standard is whether this finding is clearly erroneous, viewing the 
evidence in the light most favorable to the trial court's 
construction. Van Dyke v. Chappell. 818 P. 2d 1023, 1024 (Utah 
1991); West Valley City v. Majestic Inv. Co. . 818 P.2d 1311, 1313 
(Utah App. 1991). 
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DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, RULES, ETC. 
St. George City Code, § 9-5-4(3), Rejection of Bids: 
The City Council shall have the authority to reject all 
bids, parts of all bids, or all bids for any one or more 
supplies or contractual services included in the proposed 
contract, when the lowest responsible bid exceeds 
available funds by more than 5%, or when the public 
interest will be served thereby and when permitted by law 
to do so. Where a bid exceeds available funds and time 
or economic considerations preclude resolicitation of 
work or purchase of a reduced scope or quantity, the 
Purchasing Agent may negotiate an adjustment of the bid 
price, including changes in the bid requirements, with 
the low responsible bidder, in order to bring the low bid 
within the amount of available funds. 
St. George City Code, § 9-5-4(5) Award of Contracts, provides 
in pertinent part: 
Contracts in excess of $25,000.00 shall be awarded to the 
lowest responsible bidder by the City Council after 
appropriate review. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of the Case 
This case arises out of a public bid for construction of the 
St. George Airport Terminal Expansion (the "Project"). Plaintiff 
Cal Wadsworth Construction ("Wadsworth"), contends that the City 
of St. George awarded the Project to Wadsworth and that a contract 
existed between the parties when the City Council voted on January 
10, 1991, to award the project to Wadsworth with the understanding 
that the project would be brought within the Project budget. 
Wadsworth contends that the City awarded the project to Wadsworth, 
that a binding Contract was formed, and that the City breached the 
Contract when it purportedly rejected Wadsworth's bid and rebid the 
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project. Wadsworth claims its damages resulting from such breach 
in the amount of $65,679.65. 
The City of St. George contends that the action by the City 
Council was a conditional award and that there was no contract. 
Wadsworth contends that the award was not condition because the 
alleged "conditions" were already part of Wadsworth1s bid, and 
that, in any event, Wadsworth accepted such conditions. 
Course of Proceedings and Disposition by Trial Court 
This action was filed on February 12, 1991. Wadsworth 
originally sought injunctive relief after the City of St. George 
notified Wadsworth of its intent to reject Wadsworthfs low, 
responsive and responsible bid and to rebid the Project. A hearing 
was held before the trial court on February 12th, 1991, on 
Wadsworthfs Motion for a Temporary Restraining Order to preserve 
the status quo pending resolution of Wadsworth's contract claims. 
On February 14, 1991, the trial court denied Wadsworth's Motion and 
ruled that Wadsworth could pursue it remedy of damages. Motions 
for summary judgment were filed by both the City of St. George and 
Wadsworth. All these motions were denied and the matter came on 
for trial on April 17, 1992. 
On May 12, 1992, the District Court entered its Memorandum 
Decision (including Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law) in 
favor of the City of St. George, ruling that there was no contract 
between the parties and that the City of St. George met the 
requirements of the St. George City Code § 9-5-4(3) to negotiate 
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and rebid the project. On June 25, 1992, the District Court 
entered Judgment in favor of the City of St. George. Wadsworth's 
Notice of Appeal dated July 15, 1992, was mailed to the District 
Court on July 15, 1992, and filed July 17, 1992. 
RELEVANT FACTS 
1. On December 27, 1990, the City of St. George (the "City") 
competitively bid the St. George Airport Terminal Expansion (the 
"Project"). T. 235. 
2. Wadsworth as the low, responsive, responsible bidder with 
a bid of $910,980.00. Exhibit 3; T. 19-20, 82, 191, 1921. Mr. 
Stoker, the architect for the City who prepared the bid and 
contract documents stated that establishing the low bidder is 
acceptance of the bid. T. 155. 
3. On January 8, 1991, Cal Wadsworth spoke with Leslie 
Stoker, the architect for the project. Mr. Stoker informed Mr. 
Wadsworth that he was giving Wadsworth formal notification of award 
of the project to Wadsworth. Mr. Stoker also indicated that the 
City wanted to reduce the cost of the project by narrowing the 
scope of the work. Exhibit 7; T. 25-26. 
4. On January 9, 1991, Wadsworth sent a letter to the public 
works director, Larry Bullock, rehearsing the conversation with Mr. 
Stoker and confirming Wadsworth's willingness to discuss any aspect 
or item the City wanted to change in the work, but that such 
1
 At the bid opening on December 27, 1990, Shirl Inkley 
Construction ("Inkley") was the apparent low bidder. The bid of 
Inkley, however, was subsequently rejected as non-responsive. 
Exhibit 3; Exhibit 9. 
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discussions were only proper after award of the project. Exhibit 
7; T. 25-26. 
5. On January 10, 1991, the St. George City Council met to 
take action concerning the award of the Project. The City Council 
voted unanimously to "award" the project to Wadsworth "with the 
condition and understanding we can negotiate down to a price 
wherein" the City can meet budget. Exhibit 8; T. 26-28. City 
Councilwoman Mona Given testified that by this action the contract 
was awarded to Wadsworth. T. 119. Larry Bullock, the public works 
director, testified that the City was trying to award the project 
by this action. T. 242. Nic Wadsworth, Wadsworthfs representative 
at the City Council meeting understood the City Council had awarded 
to Wadsworth. T. 27. Cal Wadsworth, President of Wadsworth, 
understood the project had been awarded and that he had a contract. 
T. 102, 108. The architect for the City told Mr. Wadsworth that 
the project had been awarded to Wadsworth. T. 107. 
6. On January 11, 1991, the St. George City Attorney, T.W. 
Shumway, Esq., sent a letter to Inkley Construction stating and 
confirming that the City Council had awarded the project to 
Wadsworth on January 10, 1992. Exhibit 9; T. 27 
7. Karl Brooks, Mayor of the City of St. George, testified 
that since Wadsworth indicated that negotiations prior to award of 
the project were improper, the City Council then met on January 10, 
1991, and awarded the Project to Wadsworth. T. 68, 70-71. Mayor 
Brooks assumed that there was a contract with Wadsworth. T. 71-
72. 
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8. The understanding in the January 10, 1991, minutes that 
the project would be reduced to within the available funds was 
intended to adjust the contract price with Wadsworth through 
whatever lawful and proper procedure was available. T. 71, 121. 
This could be accomplished by the Change Order process included in 
the bid and contract documents prepared by the City and upon which 
Wadsworth's bid was based. T. 120, 150. City Council direction 
to delete items to reduce the cost of the Project did not concern 
Mr. Wadsworth or affect his understanding that he had been awarded 
the Contract because of the provisions in the bid and Contract 
documents for construction change orders. T. 94-95. These types 
of provisions are standard on this type of project. T. 191. 
9. In his letter of January 11, 1991, to Inkley Construction, 
the St. George City Attorney confirmed that changes in the scope 
and cost of the work could only be effected through change orders 
under the contract after the bid is accepted. The City Attorney 
stated in the letter: 
Adjustments for the skylight or other items which might 
be deleted from the bid cannot pertain to or affect the 
basic bid, although they are matters that may be adjusted 
after a bid is accepted through a change order or mutual 
agreement between the City and the contractor. 
Exhibit 9; T. 27 (Emphasis added). Larry Bullock, the City public 
works director, and Mr. Seegmiller, of the engineering firm hired 
by the City, also confirmed their understanding that changes in a 
bid should only be made after award of the bid and contract. T. 
198, 124; Answer of City of St. George, J 5, R. . 
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10. The bid of Wadsworth was based upon contract documents, 
prepared by the City's architect, which included provisions for 
Changes in the Work under Article 7 of the General Conditions of 
the Contract2. Section 7.1.2, provides for Construction Change 
Directives to be issued by the owner and architect and may or may 
not be agreed to by the Contractor. Section 7.3.1 provides that 
the owner may, by Construction Change Directive, delete items of 
work and reduce the contract sum accordingly. Section 7.3.7 
provides that the amount of the cost reduction for deletion of work 
is actual net cost as confirmed by the architect. Exhibit 2; T. 
19-20, 123-25, 134, 145, 150, 153. These provisions, upon which 
Wadsworth's bid was based, provided for reductions in the scope of 
work and project price as indicated by the City Council in its 
award to Wadsworth on January 10, 1992. T. 150. 
11. Wadsworth was at all relevant times ready and willing to 
accept reasonable change orders under the Contract to bring the 
project within the available funds. Exhibit 7; T. 25-26, 42-48, 
99. Mr. Stoker testified that there was no reason to doubt 
Wadsworth was willing to do this. T. 152. 
12. On January 14, 1991, the St. George City Attorney sent 
a letter to Wadsworth notifying Wadsworth that its bid was the 
apparent low bid and requested Wadsworth to submit information 
regarding Wadsworth's subcontractors on the project and to identify 
2
 The Bid Proposal itself stated that Wadsworth "hereby 
propose to furnish all labor, materials, and supplies as required 
for the work in accordance with the Contract Documents as prepared 
by Leslie A. Stoker, A.I.A., Architect and within the time set 
forth and at the price stated below." Exhibit 1. 
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Wadsworthfs DBE subcontractors. Exhibit 3; T. 28. Mr. Wadsworth 
understood this as a confirmation of the award of the Project. T. 
28. Mr. Wadsworth has been in the business of bidding and 
contracting on public works projects for 10 years and has never 
been requested to submit such information where he hadn't been 
awarded the project. T. 28. Wadsworth subsequently furnished the 
requested information to the City. Exhibit 10; T. 28-29. 
13. The bid documents did not provide any particular form for 
a notice of award. T. 155. At this point, Mr. Wadsworth felt the 
project had been awarded and that he had a contract and could 
properly negotiate change orders under the contract. T. 105-06. 
14. On January 21, 1991, the Intermountain Contractor 
announced the award of the project to Wadsworth in the January 21, 
1991, edition. Exhibit 11; T. 31-34. 
15. On January 29, 1991, Mr. Wadsworth stopped in St. George 
on his way back to Salt Lake City from a bid opening in Arizona. 
He met with Larry Bullock, Director of Public Works, to discuss the 
Project. T. 34-35. Mr. Bullock arranged for another meeting that 
day with Mr. Wadsworth, Frank Seegmiller of the engineering firm 
hired by the City, and Leslie Stoker, the architect on the Project. 
T. 34-35. 
16. During the January 29, 1991, meeting the City Public 
Works Director indicated that the project price needed to be 
reduced by $100,000.00. T. 36. Mr. Wadsworth agreed the project 
price could be reduced by that amount. T. 34-36, 42, 101-102, 151-
52. During the meeting Mr. Stoker, the architect, indicated what 
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prices the City expected to have the project reduced by any 
combination of deleting sewer, skylight and/or trellis canopy. Any 
combination of these items with a reduction of $100,000 would have 
satisfied the "condition" of City to reduce cost of the Project. 
These suggested deletions were presented as options. T. 101-102, 
139, 150-151, 164, 194, 246-47. 
17. Mr. Wadsworth indicated in the meeting that he was 
confident the Project could be reduced by $100,000 but wanted to 
have information faxed to him from his office in Salt Lake City so 
he could have more information to discuss cost reductions on the 
project and confirm the reductions. T. 42, 139, 150-51, 198. Mr. 
Stoker, the City's architect testified that there was no reason to 
doubt that Mr. Wadsworth was not willing to reduce the project by 
$100,000 through deletion of the suggested items. T. 152. Mr. 
Wadsworth had faxed to him a worksheet confirming that Wadsworth 
would reduce the project price by $100,000 through deletion of the 
skylight and canopy items. Exhibit 11. 
18. On January 30, 1991, Wadsworth met with Larry Bullock and 
discussed Wadsworth's worksheets regarding Wadsworth1s costs and 
pricing and confirmed Wadsworth would reduce the project as 
requested by the City in the meeting January 29, 1991. At this 
meeting, Mr. Wadsworth accepted and agreed to deletion of the 
skylight and trellis canopy work with a net reduction in project 
cost of $100,000.00 as requested by the City and using the cost 
10 
figures of the City's architect . Mr. Bullock showed little 
interest in Mr. Wadsworth's acceptance of the reductions requested 
by the City and merely said he would get back to Mr. Wadsworth. 
T. 42-49. 
19. Notwithstanding Wadsworth accepted deletion of the 
Skylight and Canopy for $100,000, Wadsworth heard nothing further 
from the City until February 8, 1991, seven weeks after the bid 
opening. On that date, nearly one month after the January 10, 
1991, award to Wadsworth, the City of St. George notified Wadsworth 
that it was rejecting all bids on the project and would rebid the 
Project. Exhibit 13; T. 51. The City Council did not vote on this 
action until February 14, 1991. Exhibit 14; T. 51-52. 
20. No time or economic constraints existed which would 
prevent such rebidding. T. 185-86. The total available funds on 
the project based upon Wadsworth's bid of $910,980 was $896,582. 
This is less than a 5% difference. Exhibit 3; T. 19-20, 199-200. 
This amount was made up of both City and federal funding. T. 237. 
21. Wadsworth's lost profits from the City's breach of 
contract, based upon its bid, are $65,679.65. This amount is the 
difference between the Contract price and Wadsworth's projected 
On January 29, 1991, the City proposed to delete the 
Skylight and Canopy with a net reduction of $100,000. On January 
30, 1991, Mr. Wadsworth communicated to Mr. Bullock Wadsworth's 
acceptance of the City's proposal to delete the Skylight for 
$81,000 and the Trellis Canopy for $34,000 with an allowance of 
$15,000 for additional roof work necessitated by the Skylight 
deletion. Mr. Wadsworth accepted the deletion of these items with 
a net reduction of the project cost of $100,000. T. 42-49; 
Exhibit 13. 
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cost of performance on the project, after making the reductions in 
the scope of the project. Exhibit 17; T. 56-60. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
A contract was formed between Wadsworth and the City of St. 
George on January 10, 1991, when the City Council voted to award 
to Wadsworth. Such an award is an acceptance of the bid and 
creates a binding contract. The understanding that the project 
scope and cost would be reduced did not preclude the award from 
being an acceptance because the provision for such reductions in 
the project were already expressly included in Wadsworth's bid. 
Even if the award by the City was a "conditional" acceptance, 
or a counteroffer, such condition was accepted by Wadsworth. The 
City requested a reduction of $100,000 through deletion of any 
combination of the skylight, canopy, or sewer. Wadsworth accepted 
deletion of the skylight and canopy at the prices set by the City 
and a net reduction of $100,000. The evidence is uncontradicted 
on this point. The Court erred when it ruled that the supposed 
condition was not accepted because there is no evidence to support 
such finding and is clearly erroneous. 
The Court further erred in ruling that there was no contract 
because the City negotiated and rebid the project under St. George 
City Code, § 9-5-4(3). There is no evidence that the requirements 
of that code section for pre-award negotiations and rebidding were 
satisfied. The City's claims that it intended to negotiate prior 
to awarding the project is inconsistent with its own statements, 




A BINDING AND ENFORCEABLE CONTRACT EXISTED BETWEEN 
WADSWORTH AND THE CITY OF ST. GEORGE ON THE PROJECT AND 
THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN RULING THERE WAS NO CONTRACT. 
Under the facts of this case, a binding and enforceable 
contract was formed between the parties. This is true under any 
view of the facts in the record. The contract was formed either 
(1) upon the City Council award on January 10, 1991, (2) upon 
Wadsworth's acceptance of any alleged "condition" asserted by the 
City relative to the award, or (3) upon submission by Wadsworth of 
the low, responsive and responsible bid. 
The St. George City Code, § 9-4-5(5), requires that "contracts 
in excess of $25,000.00 shall be awarded to the lowest responsible 
bidder by the City Council...." Wadsworth was the undisputed low 
responsible bidder. T. 19-20, 81, 191. The City of St. George, 
therefore, had a mandatory duty to award the contract to Wadsworth. 
Taylor & Taylor Builders, Inc. v. Moore, 393 So.2d 792, 794 
(La.1981); Fowler v. City of Anchorage, 583 P.2d 817, 820 (Alaska 
1978). Wadsworth had a statutory right to award of the Contract, 
Butler v. Federal Way School Dist. No. 210, 562 P. 2d 271 (Wash.App. 
1977) , and this statutory requirement "may not be evaded under 
color of rejection." McQuinlan, Municipal Corporations, Section 
29.77, at 521. 
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A. A Contract Was Formed Upon the Award by the City Council on 
January 10, 1992. 
It is well settled that a bidder on a public works project 
obtains contractual rights when its low bid is accepted or award 
made to the bidder. John Brennan Const, v. City of Shelton, 448 
A.2d 180 (Conn. 1982). There, the Court held: 
It is axiomatic that, regardless of a party's actual 
intent, if he conducts himself so as to lead the other 
party to reasonably conclude he is accepting an offer to 
contract, acceptance has taken place as a matter of law. 
Id. at 187. Wadsworth reasonably understood the project had been 
awarded to it and that there was a contract based upon the conduct 
of the City and its representatives4. T. 107-08. 
It is clear that the City representatives also considered the 
award to have been made to Wadsworth. Ted Shumway, the City 
Attorney, sent a letter to another bidder on January 11, 1991, and 
stated that the project had been awarded to Wadsworth by the City 
Council on January 10, 1991. Exhibit 9. In that letter, the City 
Attorney stated: 
At a public meeting on January 10, 1991, the City 
Council awarded the bid for construction of the above 
addition to the second low bidder. That bidder became 
the low bidder when the bid of your company was 
disqualified. 
Exhibit 9. Mona Given, St. George City Councilwoman testified that 
she understood the project was awarded to Wadsworth. T. 119. Mr. 
Mr. Wadsworthfs understanding that there was a contract was 
based on the City Council action and vote to award to Wadsworth, 
the statements by the City's architect that he was giving formal 
notice of award to Wadsworth, the City Attorney's statements to 
other bidders that the project was awarded to Wadsworth, and the 
City's request for information normally only requested after an 
award. T. 107-08. 
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Bullock, the City Public Works Director, testified that the City 
was trying to award to Wadsworth in the January 10, 1991, City 
Council meeting. T. 242. 
It is well settled that a contract is formed when a bidder's 
bid is accepted or the project awarded. Callanan Industries, Inc. 
v. Schenectady, 498 N.Y.S.2d 490 (N.Y. 1986); Land Const. Co., Inc. 
v. Snohomish County, 698 P.2d 1120; City of Carlsbad v. 
Northwestern Nat'l Ins. Co., 463 P.2d 32 (N.M. 1970); Mottner v. 
Town of Mercer Island, 452 P.2d 750 (Wash. 1969); See also Rollings 
Const, v. Tulsa Metro. Water, 745 P.2d 1176 (Okl.1987)(Bidder has 
contract rights when determined to be low responsible bidder); 
(Wash.App.1985). 
On January 10, 1991, the St. George City Council voted to 
award the project to Wadsworth. The minutes of that meeting state: 
Wadsworth is the apparent low bidder in the amount of 
$910,980. 
• • • 
Wadsworth does not want to negotiate for actual costs 
until he is awarded the bid. The City cannot award the 
bid unless we can delete items from the project to get 
within our budget in the General Fund. However, this bid 
must be awarded by Friday, January 11, 1991. 
. . . 
Councilman Nielson made a motion to award the bid for the 
Airport Terminal Expansion Project to Wadsworth 
Construction with the condition and understanding we can 
negotiate down to a price wherein we can meet 
budget....All voted aye. 
In view of these minutes, it is clear that the City awarded to 
Wadsworth. This was the understanding of Mona Given of the City 
Council, the Public Works director, and the City Attorney. T. 119, 
242, Exhibit 3. Furthermore, the minutes themselves reflect that 
Wadsworth would not enter into negotiations until an award was made 
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because such pre-award negotiations would be improper under the 
public competitive bidding provisions. The City accordingly 
awarded to Wadsworth. 
Karl Brooks, the Mayor of St. George, testified that since 
Wadsworth felt it would be improper to negotiate changes prior to 
award, the award was made on January 10, 1991. T. 70-71. Finally, 
the minutes indicate that the award had to be made by January 11, 
1991. The public works director, Mr. Bullock, testified that the 
City Council action on January 10, 1991, was intended to award to 
Wadsworth prior to January 11, 1991. T. 242. The minutes and 
action by the City Council clearly establish an award on January 
10, 1991, and under the foregoing authorities a binding and 
enforceable contract was formed. 
In Butler v. Federal Way School Dist. No. 210, 562 P.2d 271 
(Wash.App. 1977), the Court upheld an award of monetary damages for 
wrongful rejection of a contractor's low bid where the low bidder 
was rejected and the project rebid. The Court held that where 
applicable ordinances require award to the low bidder and limit the 
right to reject bids, as do the provisions of the St. George City 
Code in this case5, the request for bids itself is an offer to 
contract with the low responsible bidder. Id. at 275. When the 
contractor submits the low responsible bid, the contractor is 
entitled to award of the project and where the bid is wrongfully 
St. George City Code § 9-5-4(3) limits the right to rebid 
the project to situations where the low bid exceeds the available 
funds by more than 5%. Wadsworth's bid did not exceed the 
available funds by this amount. 
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rejected, the contractor is entitled to monetary damages for the 
breach. Id, at 275-76. 
B. The Award by the City was Not Conditional, 
The Court held that no contract was formed by the award 
because it was "with the condition and understanding we can 
negotiate down to a price wherein we can meet budget." This, 
however, is not a "condition" which precludes the award from being 
an acceptance of the bid forming a binding contract because the 
provisions for reducing the scope of the project were already part 
of the bid. Exhibit 2. It is well settled that where the 
acceptance of an offer merely asks for something already implicit 
in the offer, the acceptance is not conditional and operates to 
form a binding contract. Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co. v. Smith, 
637 P.2d 1020 (Wyo. 1981). 
Wadsworth's bid was based upon the Contract documents prepared 
by the City and which included the written contract which would be 
entered into with the low bidder. T. 19-20, 134, 145, 150, 153, 
Exhibit 2; Exhibit 1. Wadsworth's bid expressly stated that it was 
based upon the Contract Documents prepared by the City's architect, 
Leslie Stoker. Exhibit 1. The Contract documents upon which the 
bid was based contained a provision for the City to unilaterally 
make reductions in the work and equitable adjustments to the 
Contract amount6. Exhibit 2. This type of agreement is standard 
Article 7 of the General Conditions, entitled Changes in 
the Work, which was included as part of Wadsworth's Bid, provides 
that the City could make changes in the work by a Construction 
Change Directive which "may or may not be agreed to by the 
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in public construction contracts. Government Contracts Reporter, 
CCH, f 21,800 (1989); T. 191. 
The City Council minutes state that the City needed to "delete 
items from the project to get within our budget " The City's 
architect who prepared these documents testified that the 
provisions contained in the bid and contract documents for 
reductions in the scope and cost of the project provided a 
procedure to reduce the project as requested by the City in its 
minutes of January 10, 1991. T. 150. The "condition" of deleting 
items to reduce the project cost, therefore, did not add any new 
term or condition which was not already part of Wadsworth's bid, 
and therefore, was not a "material qualification" of the bid/offer. 
The award, therefore, was not "conditional" and operated as an 
acceptance and created a binding contract. 
C Assuming the Award was Conditional, Any Condition therein was 
Accepted by Wadsworth and the Court Erred in Ruling that the 
Supposed Condition was not Accepted, 
The City contends that the award by the City Council was a 
conditional acceptance and as such a counter-offer7. However, even 
if it is assumed that the award was conditional, Wadsworth accepted 
Contractor. Section 7.3.1 provides that the owner may "order 
changes in the work within the general scope of the Contract 
consisting of additions, deletions or other revisions, the Contract 
Sum and Contract Time being adjusted accordingly." Wadsworth's bid 
was based upon the documents containing these provisions. 
As discussed above, the award was not conditional because 
the supposed "condition" was already expressly provided in the bid 
of Wadsworth. Furthermore, as below, the City's position is 
legally inconsistent because such pre-award negotiations on public 
works projects are illegal. 
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and agreed to the deletions and reductions which the City claims 
were the so called "condition". The City indicated it needed to 
reduce the amount of the project by $100,000.00 by deleting any 
combination of the skylight, canopy or sewer. T. 102-02. 
Wadsworth accepted and agreed to a reduction of $100,000.00 by 
deleting the skylight and canopy as requested by the City . T. 
45-49, 101-02, 194. It is fundamental that when an original 
offeror accepts a condition of an acceptance, the acceptance of the 
condition creates a binding contract. V-I Oil Company v. Anchor 
Petroleum Company. 8 Utah 2d 349, 334 P.2d 760 (1959); Anderson 
Excavating & Wrecking Co. v. Certified Welding Corp., 769 P.2d 887 
(Wyo. 1988); Hall v. Add-Ventures, Ltd., 695 P.2d 1081 (Alaska 
1985) ; Midwest Engineering & Const. Co. v. Electric Regulator 
Corp., 435 P.2d 89 (Okl. 1967); 17A Am.Jur.2d § 92, Contracts, p. 
112. 
The facts are not in dispute that on January 29, 1991, Mr. 
Wadsworth met with Larry Bullock, the City Public Works Director, 
Frank Seegmiller of the City's engineering firm, and Leslie Stoker, 
the City's architect. In that meeting the City proposed to reduce 
the scope and cost of the project by $100,000 through deleting any 
combination of the skylight, canopy or sewer. Mr. Wadsworth was 
not prepared to discuss any specifics because he did not have any 
of his cost information with him. Mr. Wadsworth stated that he was 
confident he could accept the deletions of the skylight and canopy 
at the prices suggested by the City but needed to confirm that with 
information from his office. Mr. Stoker testified that he had no 
reason to doubt Wadsworth would not be able to reduce the project 
as requested. Mr. Wadsworth had the information he needed faxed 
to him in St. George from his office in Salt Lake City. The next 
day, January 30, 1991, Mr. Wadsworth returned with this information 
and confirmed that Wadsworth accepted the reductions of the 
Skylight and canopy with a cost reduction of $100,000. T. 45-49, 
101-02, 139, 150-51, 194. 
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A binding contract was formed between the City and Wadsworth, 
if not when awarded on January 10, 1991, by the City Council, then 
certainly on January 30, 1991, when Mr, Wadsworth communicated 
Wadsworth's acceptance of the City's "condition" of reducing the 
project by $100,000 through deleting the skylight and canopy. 
The Court's ruling that the City's "condition" was not satisfied 
is devoid of any factual basis whatsoever. The only evidence on 
this point is that on January 30, 1991, Mr. Wadsworth accepted the 
deletion of the Skylight and canopy with a corresponding reduction 
of $100,000. There is no evidence to the contrary. 
P. The Contract was Binding and Enforceable even Without the 
Ministerial Formality of Signing the Written Document, 
The fact that a formal contract was not signed is of no 
consequence to formation of the Contract. 
A good and binding contract is formed when the public 
body, acting by responsible officers, accepts a written 
bid. A public contract has its inception in the award 
as distinguished from the formal signing of the contract 
and is binding from that time on. 
Muncy Area School Dist. v. Gardner, 497 A.2d 683, 696 (Pa. 
1985)(Emphasis Added). 
Furthermore, the Utah Supreme Court has held that the fact 
that the agreement anticipates that a written contract will be 
executed does not diminish the binding effect of the original 
agreement. 
The fact that part of the performance is that the parties 
will enter into a contract in the future does not render 
the original agreement any less binding. 
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Bunnell v. Bills, 13 Utah 2d 83, 87, 368 P.2d 597, 600 (1962). 
The contract documents in this case had been fully reduced to 
writing and all terms were settled. The City's architect testified 
that Wadsworth's bid was based upon the written contract which was 
included in the bid documents and that the only thing left to do 
was fill in the name of the low bidder and the amount of the low 
bid. T. 153, 155. The fact that the written document had not been 
signed does not render the award of the contract any less binding. 
These legal principals were confirmed and applied to a similar 
situation by the United States Supreme Court in United States v. 
Purcell Envelop Co. , 249 U.S. 313, 63 L.Ed. 618 (1918). There, the 
Court addressed a dispute arising out of a public contract which 
had been bid. The plaintiff low bidder was awarded the contract 
but the government subsequently rejected the bid and rebid the 
contract. The contractor sued for his lost profits. The Court 
held that the Contract was binding when accepted even though the 
contract had not been formally signed as required by statute. The 
Court held that the signing of the written contract was a 
ministerial act and that "it makes no difference that the contract 
was not formally signed." Id. at 319. The Court held that 
statutes calling for competitive bidding are mandatory, are for the 
benefit of both the government and the bidder, and necessarily give 
rights to both. The bidder was entitled to recover its lost 
profits it would have made under the contract, measured by the 
difference between the contract price and the projected cost of 
performance. 
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Where a bid is submitted based upon plans and specifications 
for which bids are solicited, acceptance of the bid to do the work 
in such plans and specifications constitutes a binding contract 
even though the formal contract had not been signed. Pennington 
v. Town of Sumner, 270 N.W. 629, 638 (Iowa 1936). The Contract was 
formed when the award was made to Wadsworth even though the formal 
contract had not been signed. 
POINT II 
THE COURT ERRED IN RULING THAT THE CITY NEGOTIATED AND 
REBID THE PROJECT UNDER ST. GEORGE CITY CODE § 9-5-4(3) 
IN THAT THERE IS NO EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT ANY FINDING OF 
COMPLIANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THAT CODE PROVISION 
FOR PRE-AWARD NEGOTIATIONS OR REBIDDING OF THE PROJECT. 
The trial court's primary basis for ruling there was no 
contract was that the City was attempting to negotiate prior to 
award of the contract and rebid under St. George City Code § 9-5-
4(3). The Court, however, made no specific finding as to any 
compliance with the requirements of that section for pre-award 
negotiations or rebidding of the project. In fact, there is no 
evidence in the record of any compliance with such requirements. 
The Court ruled at the close of Wadsworth!s case in chief, that 
Wadsworth had made a prima facie case of an award and contract and 
that there had been no showing of compliance with § 9-5-4(3). T. 
233. The only witness called by the City after that point was Mr. 
Bullock. Mr. Bullock did not testify to any facts which would 
support compliance with § 9-5-4(3) for pre-award negotiations or 
rebidding of the project. 
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A. The Court Erred in Ruling that the City Properly Rebid Under 
S 9-5-4(3). 
The Court ruled that no contract was formed because the City 
was attempting to comply with St. George City Code § 9-5-4(3) 
dealing with awarding of public construction projects, negotiating 
such contracts, and rebidding. The Court, however, made no finding 
with respect to whether the City complied with the requirements of 
§ 9-5-4 regarding rebidding of the project9. That section only 
allows the City to rebid the project "when the low responsible bid 
exceeds available funds, as certified by the appropriate City 
officer by more than 5% or when the public interest will be served 
thereby and when permitted by law to do so." There is no evidence 
in the record that these conditions existed. In fact, Mr. Bullock 
testified that total available funds on the project based upon 
Wadsworth's bid of $910,980 was $896,582. This is less than a 5% 
difference. Exhibit 3; T. 19-20, 199-200. This amount was made 
up of both City and federal funding. T. 237. The Court's ruling 
that there was no contract because the City rebid under § 9-5-4 is 
clearly erroneous and not supported by any evidence. 
The law is further well settled that although a municipality 
may reserve the right to reject all bids and rebid the project, the 
It should be noted that the Court did find in open court 
that up to the time of the City's last witness, Mr. Bullock, that 
there had been no showing that Wadsworth's bid exceeded available 
funds by more than 5% or any other compliance with the statute. T. 
233. Mr. Bullock, however, admitted that the total amount of funds 
available was $896,582. T. 199-200. It is uncontradicted that 
Wadsworth's bid was $910,980, far less than 5% over the available 
funds. T. 19-20; Exhibit 3. 
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right to rebid is extinguished once the project is awarded. 
McQuinlan, Municipal Corporations, Section 29.80, at 530. In 
Donahue v. Bd. of Levee Com'rs of Orleans, Etc., 413 So.2d 488 (La. 
1982), the Court held: 
...once the public entity has exercised its option and 
accepted the lowest responsible bidder, it cannot then 
reject all bids and readvertise the project. To hold 
otherwise would be contrary to well-established 
principles of contract law and would permit the 
possibility of favoritism in public bidding, the very 
evil which the statute was enacted to prevent. 
Accordingly, the rejection of all bids. . .was improper and 
without legal effect. 
Id. at 492 (Citations omitted) . Once the City Council voted to 
award to Wadsworth on January 10, 1991, the City was contractually 
bound to Wadsworth and the City had no authority to then reject 
Wadsworth's bid. The City could unilaterally direct reductions in 
the scope and cost of the project under the changes provisions of 
the Contract, but could not reject Wadsworth's bid altogether and 
rebid the project. 
The right to reject all bids is not unlimited and must be 
exercised in good faith without favoritism or other impropriety in 
the bidding process. McQuinlan, Municipal Corporations, § 29.77, 
at 521. Only cogent and compelling reasons can justify rejection 
of Wadsworth's low responsible bid. Massman Const. Co. v. United 
States, 60 F.Supp. 635 (Ct.Cl. 1945). The right to reject 
Wadsworth's bid is further restricted by § 9-5-4(3), St. George 
City Code, which only allows for rejection of all bids when the low 
bid exceeds available funds "by more thah 5%"]or when the public 
interest will be served. Wadsworth's bid was well within 5% of the 
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funds available for the project and there is no cogent or 
compelling reason to justify rejection of Wadsworth's bid. Exhibit 
3; T. 19-20, 199-200. 
In Massman Const. Co. v. United States, 60 F.Supp. 635 (Ct.Cl. 
1945), the Court discussed the necessary limitation on rejection 
of all bids: 
To have a set of bids disregarded after they are opened 
and each bidder has learned his competitor's price, it 
is a serious matter, and should not be permitted except 
for cogent reasons. 
Id. at 643. Accordingly, the rejection of all bids is only proper 
where there are cogent and compelling reasons for the rejection. 
McBride and Wachtel, Government Contracts, 10.22[1]. Where the 
conditions of § 9-5-4(3) for rebidding are not present, there is 
no justification for the rejection of Wadsworth's bid, and the 
rebidding by the City was unwarranted. Massman. supra. 
In Cubic Western Data v. New Jersey Turnpike Authorityf 468 
F.Supp. 59 (D.N.J. 1978), the Court addressed limitations of a 
reserved right to reject all bids if deemed "in the best interest" 
of the awarding authority. The Court held: 
...it is equally well settled that regardless of whether 
this power is inherently derived or reserved by express 
grant, it may only be exercised when the governing body 
concludes in good faith that the purposes of the public 
bidding statute are being violated. Bestowing upon such 
entities the unfettered right to reject all bids, even 
where such right is included in the bidding instructions, 
would encourage favoritism. 
Id. at 70. The Court further noted that the rejection of all bids 
creates the potential of discouraging competent bidders from 
submitting bids. Id. at 71. See also Butler v. Federal Way School 
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Dist. No. 210, 562 P.2d 271, 275 (Wash.App. 1977) (Rejection of bids 
without good cause frustrates the purposes of competitive bidding). 
In Cardell, Inc. v. Township of Woodbridcre, 280 A.2d 203 (N.J. 
1971), the Court held that rejection of all bids was improper and 
awarded damages of lost profits to the low bidder. In that case 
the municipality rejected all bids based upon the belief it could 
obtain lower bids. The Court rejected this basis for rejection 
even though lower bids were later received. The Court held that 
rejection of bids without good reason undermined confidence in the 
bidding system. The Court further held: 
The unbridled power to reject bids, even where such 
right is reserved in the invitation for bidding, if 
allowed, would violate our public policy, contravene our 
Legislatures's intention of enacting the competitive 
bidding statute and, in fact, afford a means by which the 
statute can be evaded under color of rejection 'of any 
and all bids1. 
Id. at 207. The City of St. George failed to offer any evidence 
to support rebidding under § 9-5-4(3) and there is no evidence in 
the record of any cogent or compelling reason for rebidding. The 
City of St. George was contractually bound to proceed under 
Wadsworth's bid and to make any reductions under the change order 
provisions in the Contract. 
B. The Court Erred in Ruling that the City Attempted to Negotiate 
Prior to Award Under S 9-5-4(3), 
City contends that the City Council voted to award the project 
to Wadsworth on the\Condition^ that the bid be negotiated down to 
within the available funds before any award or contract under § 9-
5-4(3). This position, however, is without legal or factual basis. 
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§ 9-5-4(3) only permits such pre-award negotiations where there are 
time or economic constraints which would preclude rebidding. There 
is no finding by the Court, and no evidence in the record, that 
this ponditioii existed. The evidence is clearly to the contrary. 
T . 185-86. In fact, the City did rebid the project nearly two 
month's after the bid opening. 
The intent of the City to award the contract and to effect 
reductions under change orders under the Contract as provided in 
Article 7 of the general provisions was documented and made clear 
by the City Attorney in its letter of January 11, 1991. In that 
letter, the City Attorney notified Inkley Construction that the 
contract had been awarded to Wadsworth and that the City could not 
make changes in the scope of work until after acceptance of the 
bid. The City attorney stated: 
At a public meeting on January 10, 1991, the City 
Council awarded the bid for construction of the above 
addition to the second low bidder. That bidder became 
the low bidder when the bid of your company was 
disqualified. 
. • • 
Adjustments for the skylight or other items which 
might be deleted from the bid cannot pertain to or affect 
the basic bid, although they are matters that may be 
adjusted after a bid is accepted through a change order 
or mutual agreement between the City and the contractor. 
Exhibit 9. Furthermore, Mr. Seegmiller, of the engineering firm 
hired by the City, testified that such changes should only be made 
after acceptance of the bid. T. 124. The City's position that it 
intended to negotiate without award of the project is inconsistent 
with its own actions and admissions. 
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The Cityfs position that it intended to negotiate a contract 
price prior to award of the contract is also inconsistent with the 
preservation of the integrity of public competitive bidding. It 
is well settled that it is unlawful for a municipality to negotiate 
changes in a bid after bid opening and prior to award. Lasky v. 
City of Bad Axe, 89 N.W.2d 520 (Mich. 1958); Iowa-Nebraska Light 
& Power Co. v. City of Villisca, 261 N.W. 423 (Iowa 1935); Scheff 
v. Wiegand, 174 N.E. 363 (Ohio 1930). The City itself has admitted 
that changes in the bid should not precede award. T. 27, 124, 198. 
In fact, the City rejected the Inkley bid on the basis that it 
could not make changes in a bid after bid opening and that such 
changes could only be addressed through change orders after the bid 
was accepted. Exhibit 9. The City's argument that there was no 
award or contract because pre-award negotiations failed is 
inconsistent with the City's own conductf statements to other 
bidders, and Wadsworth's actual acceptance of the changes proposed 
by the City10. 
In Laskv v. City of Bad Axe, 89 N.W.2d 520 (Mich. 1958), the 
municipality began negotiations with the low bidder for changes in 
the bid after bid opening and prior to award. The plaintiff bidder 
agreed to a reduction of $7,000 in its $309,250 bid with deletion 
Wadsworth's position is that after the City awarded on 
January 10, 1991, and after the City architect had told Wadsworth 
it was awarded the contract and the City Attorney had requested 
information which is only requested after an award is made, that 
a contract was formed and negotiations were proper under the change 
order process included in the bid and contract documents. Exhibit 
2. This is the only position consistent with the presumption the 
City intended to act in a lawful manner. 
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of certain items. The Court held that pre-award negotiations with 
the bidder were unlawful. Id. at 522. The Court held that such 
negotiations destroy the purpose of competitive bidding statutes. 
In Scheff v. Wieaand. 174 N.E. 363 (Ohio 1930) , the Court held 
that negotiations with the bidder after bid opening but prior to 
award were unlawful and improper. The Court held that such 
negotiations destroy competitiveness and give the negotiating 
bidder an unfair advantage other bidders do not have. Such 
negotiations open the "door wide to fraud and connivance between 
the bidder and the authorities, which the statute [for competitive 
bidding] meant to prohibit." Id. at 364-65. 
It is well settled that when a municipal body acts, such as 
the City Council, it is presumed that the municipality acted 
lawfully and intended its acts to be lawful, valid and reasonable. 
56 Am.Jur.2d, Municipal Corporations, Etc. § 382, at 420. Where 
the action of a municipality "would be lawful if intended for one 
purpose, and unlawful if for another, the presumption is that the 
purpose was lawful, unless the contrary clearly appears." 56 
Am.Jur.2d, Municipal Corporations, Etc. § 385, at 423. Since pre-
award negotiations are clearly improper, and the requirements for 
pre-award negotiations under § 9-5-4(3) were not satisfied, the 
only reasonable conclusion is that the City Council action on 
January 10, 1991, was to award the project to Wadsworth with 
changes to be made under the changes provisions of the Contract. 




WADSWORTH IS ENTITLED TO RECOVER ITS LOST PROFITS FOR 
BREACH OF CONTRACT AND WRONGFUL REJECTION OF ITS BID. 
The City breached the Contract by refusing to proceed with 
Wadsworth under the Contract and by rebidding the project. 
Accordingly, Wadsworth is entitled to recover such damages as will 
place it in the position it would have been in had there been no 
breach, Alexander v. Brown, 646 P.2d 692, 695 (Utah 1982), 
including recovery of Wadsworth's lost profits on the Contract. 
Keller v. Deseret Mortuary Company, 23 Utah 2d 1, 455 P.2d 197, 198 
(1969). Wadsworth's lost profits from the City's breach of 
contract are $65,679.65. This amount is the difference between 
the Contract price of $910,980, (less the agreed $100,000 
reduction) and Wadsworth1s projected cost of performance on the 
project. Wadsworth, therefore, is entitled to recover this amount 
from the City of St. George. 
The United States Supreme Court has awarded damages for lost 
profits measured in this fashion in a similar case in United States 
v. Purcell Envelop Co,, 249 U.S. 313, 63 L.Ed. 618 (1918). There, 
the plaintiff's low bid was awarded the contract but the government 
subsequently rejected the bid and rebid the contract. The 
contractor sued for his lost profits. The Court held the bidder 
was entitled to recover its lost profits it would have made under 
the contract, measured by the difference between the contract price 
and the projected cost of performance. The difference between 
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Wadsworth's bid and Wadsworth's projected cost of performance on 
the project is $65,679.65. T. 57. 
POINT IV 
THE COURT ERRED IN REFUSING TO ADMIT IN EVIDENCE 
WADSWORTH'S EXHIBITS NOS. 11 AND 13. 
The Court refused to admit in evidence two of Wadsworth's 
exhibits probative of the award to Wadsworth and the acceptance by 
Wadsworth of deletion of the skylight and trellis canopy with a 
$100,000 reduction. The exclusion of these documents was 
prejudicial to Wadsworth in view of the Court's erroneous findings 
against Wadsworth on these issues notwithstanding the absence of 
evidence to the contrary. Rule 401 of the Utah Rules of Evidence 
provides: 
"Relevant" evidence" means evidence having any tendency 
to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence 
to the determination of the action more or less probable 
than it would be without the evidence. 
Rule 402 provides that "all relevant evidence is admissible" except 
as provided by constitution, statute, the rules of evidence or of 
the Court. Both exhibits excluded by the Court are admissible 
relevant evidence which tends to make the fact of the award and 
acceptance of any condition of the City more probable. 
Exhibit 11 is a report in the Intermountain Contractor on 
January 21, 1991. This is a trade publication used by contractors 
for information in the construction industry. T. 31-34. On 
January 21, 1991, this publication announced the award of the 
Project in this case to Wadsworth. This evidence is certainly 
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relevant and has probative value to show that the conduct of the 
City and the facts surrounding this case were such that the trade 
publications announced an award to Wadsworth. It is also probative 
of Wadsworth1s reasonable understanding that it had been awarded 
the Project. The evidence is not offered for the truth of the 
matter stated but as to the understanding of those involved. The 
evidence is relevant, not hearsay, and is further admissible as a 
trade publication under Utah Rule of Evidence 803(17). 
Exhibit 13 is Wadsworth's credit worksheet which was faxed to 
Mr. Wadsworth in St. George to confirm that Wadsworth would accept 
deletion of the skylight and trellis canopy with a reduction of 
$100,000. The information in this document was communicated by Mr. 
Wadsworth to Mr. Bullock on January 30, 1991. T. 42-49. The 
document itself was faxed to Mr. Wadsworth and used by him in the 
meeting with Mr. Bullock. The Court, however, refused to admit the 
exhibit into evidence. The rejection of this evidence was clearly 
prejudicial in view of the Court's erroneous ruling that the City's 
"condition" of reducing the scope of the project was not satisfied. 
Exhibit 13 is clearly relevant as probative of the fact that Mr. 
Wadsworth accepted and agreed to the City's requested deletions of 
the skylight and canopy for a $100,000 reduction. 
CONCLUSION 
In view of the foregoing, Wadsworth, respectfully requests 
that Judgment of the District Court be reversed and that Judgment 
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be granted and entered in favor of Wadsworth in the amount of 
$65,679.65. 
Dated this day of October, 1992. 
BEESLEY, FAIRCLOUGH, CANNON & FITTS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that four true and correct copies of the 
foregoing Memorandum were mailed, United States Mail, first class, 
postage prepaid, this f^^day of October, 1992, to the following: 
TED W. SHUMWAY, ESQ. 
St. George City Attorney 
175 East 200 North 
St. George, Utah 84770 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL.JJISTRICT. 
IN AND FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
CAL WADSWORTH CONSTRUCTION, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Civil No. 910500032 
This matter came before the Court for Trial on April 
17th, 1992. The parties were represented by their counsel of 
record. The Court received evidence from all parties in the 
matter and then took the case under submission after requesting 
the attorneys to supply the Court with any additional legal 
authority that they wanted considered. The Court also requested 
that any Federal Court case cited in the trial briefs of the 
parties be copied and sent to the Court. Thereafter, the Court 
received letters from both counsel, counsel for the City 
declining to submit any additional authority or any copies and 
counsel for the plaintiff having presented both additional 
authority and the Federal cases cited in his Memorandum. 
The Court having reviewed the matter in its entirety 
and being fully advised in the premises now enters the following 
Memorandum Decision and Judgment. 
1 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
The City of St. George proposed to construct a public 
improvement called the Airport Terminal Expansion Project. The 
City solicited bids from various contractors by written proposal 
which included specifications for the project as well as an 
example of the proposed contract. Plaintiff was one of the 
bidders on the project. 
On December 27th, 1990, the bid opening was held. The 
Shirl Inkley Construction Company was declared the apparent low 
bidder and plaintiff finished second. Thereafter, 
however, upon further investigation, the City determined that rhe 
Inkley bid was not responsive because it did not include the 
sewer which was part of the original proposal, and it lacked the 
disadvantaged business utilization commitment which was part of 
the requirements of the original proposal. This latter 
requirement was a matter of some concern since Federal matching 
funds would not be provided to the City for this project unless 
Federal regulations were complied with requiring the inclusion of 
disadvantaged business enterprises by bidders. 
Upon the disqualification of the Inkley bid as being 
non-responsive, the plaintiff's bid became the lowest bid on the 
project. On January 10th, 1991, the St. George City Council met 
to consider an award of the bid on the Airport Terminal Expansion 
Project. A copy of the Council Minutes has been received as 
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Exhibit =8 during the trial and is appended hereto. The Council 
was advised by the City staff that all of the bids were over the 
City's budget for this project. The Council discussed deleting 
certain portions of the project to bring the cost of the project 
within budget. The Council was further advised that the 
plaintiff had indicated that it would not negotiate any reduction 
in the scope and cost of the project until it had been awarded 
the bid. Staff also advised the City Council that the City could 
not award the bid unless the City could delete items from the 
project to get the project within their budget. The City Manager 
then suggested to the City Council that the bid be awarded 
subject to negotiations. He further suggested that if the 
plaintiff would not accept this condition then the project should 
be re-bid. Thereafter Councilman Nielson "made a motion to award 
the bid for the Airport Terminal Expansion Project to Wadsworth 
Construction with the condition and understanding we can 
negotiate down to a price wherein we can meet budget. If this is 
not acceptable, re-bid the project." This motion passed 
unanimously. 
Thereafter, the St. George City Attorney mailed a 
letter to the plaintiff on January 14th, 1991, advising the 
plaintiff that their bid was now the apparent low bid and asking 
for a list of all sub-contractors and the work that would be 
performed, also asking that the identity of the Disadvantaged 
Business Enterprise sub-contractors Wadsworth proposed to use on 
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the project be provided along with an estimate of the dollar 
amount of work they would perform. This was to assure 
plaintiff's responsiveness in this area where Inkley had been 
found deficient. 
No formal contract was ever prepared or signed by the 
parties. On January 29th, 1991, Mr.Cal Wadsworth, principal m 
Cal Wadsworth Construction, visited the City offices in St. 
George on his way home from a business trip. He met officials of 
the City and was advised that it would be necessary to trim 
$100,000.00 from the price of the project to bring it within St. 
George's budget.. The City officials told Mr. Wadsworth that they 
felt the $100,000.00 could be saved by deleting a canopy, the 
sewer system, and a skylight from the project. Mr. Wadsworth was 
not prepared to discuss specifics of these proposals and 
requested time to consult with his office and come back with his 
own suggestions as to what portions of the project would have to 
be deleted to save the $100,000.00. He did in fact come back the 
next day with a proposal but no agreement was reached as to how 
the $100,000.00 would be reduced from the project. Nothing 
further happened in the matter until February 7th, 1991, at which 
time St. George City through its City Attorney announced its 
intention to reject all bids received on the project as over 
budget and to re-bid the project. 
4 
ANALYSIS 
Plaintiff alleges that the actions of the City Council 
on January 10th, 1991, constituted a formal award of the bid 
which gave rise to a binding contract between the City and the 
plaintiff. Plaintiff alleges further that the later action cf 
the City in rejecting all bids and re-bidding the project 
constituted a breach of that contract for which the plaintiff 
claims damages equal to its lost profits on the contract. 
The City asserts that no award of the contract ever occurred in 
fact but that the action of the City Council on the 10th day or 
January, 1991, was a conditional award or counter-offer which the 
plaintiff never accepted. 
The law in the State of Utah on the subject of awarding 
contracts for municipal projects is sparse. In the case of Raoo 
vs. Salt Lake City, 527 P. 2d 651 (1974), the Supreme Court of 
the State of Utah held that an invitation to bid is not an offer 
which can be accepted by submitting a bid. The bid itself is an 
offer which does not ripen into a valid contract until the offer 
has been accepted by the municipality. The plaintiff's bid 
therefore was an offer which would have to be formally accepted 
by the City in order to create a binding contract. The issue in 
this case, which is both a factual and legal, revolves around the 
actions of the St. George City Council on January 10th, 1991. At 
that time the Council was being advised by its City Attorney and 
its City Manager. 
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St. George has adopted an ordinance covering contracts 
and purchases for the City. The Court will refer to the 
ordinance as 9-5-1 et seq., St. George City Code. This Court 
finds that the rather ambiguous actions of the City Council on 
January 10, 1991, were an attempt to comply with the City's own 
ordinance on the awarding of bids for public projects. Section 
9-5-4 of the St. George City Code sets out the bidding procedures 
of the City of St. George. Subsection 3 of that section provides 
that : 
"the City Council shall have the authority to 
reject all bids, parts of bids, or all bids 
for any one or more supplies or contractual 
services included in the proposed contract 
when the low responsible bid exceeds 
available funds as certified by the appropri-
ate City officer by more than five percent or 
when public interest will be served thereby 
and when permitted by law to do so. Where a 
bid exceeds available funds and the time or 
economic considerations preclude re-solicita-
tion of work or purchase of a reduced scope 
or quantity, the purchasing agent may negoti-
ate an adjustment of the bid price, including 
changes in the bid requirements, with the low 
responsible bidder, in order to bring the low 
bid within the amount of available funds." 
The Council had been advised by their City Manager that 
all bids received on the project exceeded available funds and had 
been advised to have the project re-bid. The City Council had 
also been advised that they should attempt to 
negotiate reductions in the scope of the project with a 
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corresponding savings to bring the project: winr.in the City's 
budget and if that could not be accomplished to re-bid the 
project. Against that backdrop the Court finds that it was the 
intention of the City Council on January 10th, 1991, to award the 
bid only if the cost of the project could be successfully 
negotiated down within the City's budget:. Therefore, no 
unconditional award of the bid ever occurred. 
The next question presented is whether or not the 
plaintiff complied with the condition imposed by the City 
Council. The Court finds that the plaintiff did not. It was 
clearly the intent of the City Council to negotiate a reduction 
in the bid amount prior to finalizing a contract. It was clearly 
the plaintiff's position that such pre-award negotiations would 
be improper. Plaintiff preferred to have the bid awarded and 
then to act from a position of strength as a contract holder in 
negotiating reductions in the scope and cost of the project 
rather than from the position of a hopeful bidder. The City's 
ordinance however clearly provides that the City Council may 
authorize the purchasing agent to negotiate an adjustment of the 
bid price with the low responsible bidder in order to bring the 
low bid within the amount of available funds. The City's ordi-
nance does not require that the contract first be awarded and 
then reductions negotiated with the contract holder. 
Plaintiff argues that St. George's ordinance is illegal 
because it allows negotiations with the apparent low bidder prior 
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to the award of the contract. This argument misses the point. 
The City Council thought it could negotiate before finalizing tne 
award and if the negotiations failed, the project could be re-
bid. That is clear from the minutes of the January 10, 1991 
council meeting. Therefore the City Council did not intend their 
vote at that meeting to be a final award of the contract. The 
motion and vote were to negotiate, and then award or re-bid 
depending on the outcome of those negotiations. This Court 
cannot require the City to be bound by a contract to which it 
never agreed or intended to be bound. 
Plaintiff and City never completed the negotiations 
contemplated by the City Council and thus plaintiff never 
accepted the City's counter-offer. 
SUMMARY 
The Court finds that the City Council did not intend to 
make a final award of the bid to the plaintiff but instead 
intended to award the bid only upon the condition that a 
reduction in the scope and cost of the project prior to that 
award. Section 9-5-1 of the St. George City Code provides that 
no contract becomes valid or binding against the City until it 
has been reduced to writing and several other actions have been 
taken by the City. None of those actions was taken either by the 
City Council or by any of the officials of the City. No contract 
was formed by the actions of the City Council on January 10th, 
1991. Thereafter no contract came into being since plaintiff 
8 
refused to negotiate specific reductions in the scope of the 
project until a final award had been made and a contract signej.. 
Accordingly, the Court enters its Judgment for the 
Defendant and against the Plaintiff and finds that the Plaintiff 
has no cause of action. Defendant's counsel is directed to 
prepare appropriate Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and a 
Judgment for the Court's signature. 
DATEP this (2. - day of //1<L&~<* , 19 ^  . 
<7 
J., BHILIP EVES// 
FIFTH DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL d£STRIC£-
IN AND FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
CAL WADSWORTH CONSTRUCTION, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
THE CITY OF ST. GEORGE, 
Defendant, 
JUDGMENT 
Civil No, 910500032 
In accordance with the Court's Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law and Memorandum Decision entered herein, 
It is Hereby Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed that the 
Complaint of Cal Wadsworth Construction be and the same hereby is 
dismissed with prejudice in its entirety. No attorney's fees or 
costs are awarded. 
DATED this tp-S' - day of £—)<^~^ 19 7Z-





I hereby certify that on this pfj5 — day of 
ll/ftQj / 199 c£- , I mailed a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing, first-class postage 
pre-paid, or hand delivered, to the following: 
Stanford P. Fitts, Esq. 
4 0 East South Temple 
Suite #300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
T. W. Shumway, Esq. 
175 East 200 North 
St. George, UT 84770 
r/ihdi/n > Jlrmfktii M WtMIk 
ST. GEORGE A." 'ORT TERMINAL ADDITION 10/90 
PROPOSAL (REVISED) 
ST. GEORGE CITY MUNICIPAL AIRPORT TERMINAL ADDITION 
NAME OF BIDDER:£^?<i. ^Pg/j<!) r2?7ZQ d^A/Ss - DATE: /2-/z 
CITY OF ST. GEORGE 
175 East 200 North 
St. George, Utah 84770 
Gentlemen: 
The undersigned, in compliance with your invitation for bids 
for the St. George City Municipal Airport Terminal Addition, 
having examined the Drawings and Specifications and related 
documents and the sites of the proposed work and being 
familiar with all of the conditions surrounding the 
construction of the proposed project, including the 
availability of labor, hereby propose to furnish all labor, 
materials, *r"i ^upplintT n^^reqnxrgg for STe work 'in 
accordance jwith th** rnntracM)ocuinen€? as prepared Ltv L^slxe 
3n Stoker, A.I.A., Architect^ ana witnm the time set forth 
and at the price stated below. This price is to cover all 
expenses incurred in performing the work required under the 
Contract Documents of which this Proposal is a part: 
I/We acknowledge receipt of the following addenda: 
For all work shown on the Drawings and described in the 
Specifications under the Base Bid, including sign allowance, 
I/We agree to perform for the sura of : 
Ulftdg. tttttTPgPT^ *>**n gUGaHTTV Dollars ( S ^ Q ^ f f t V ^ 
The Owner reserves the right to award this contract or to 
reject any or all bids or to waive any formality or 
technicality in any bid if the Owner determines it to be in 
the Owner's best interest. 
I/We guarantee to complete the work of Phase 1 in 150 
calendar days should I/We be the successful bidder. 
This bid shall be good for forty-five (45) days after bid 
opening. 
| 3 DEPOSITION 
EXHIBIT 
PROPOSAL - 1 
ST. GEORGE AI* JRT TERMINAL ADDITION 10/90 
Enclosed is bid bond as required in the sum of $ < / Cf 
T 
The undersigned Contractor's License Number for Utah *•'s 
Upon receipt of notice of acceptance of this bid, the 
undersigned agrees to execute the contract within five (5) 
days and deliver Owner's protective bond in the prescribed 
form in the amount of 100% of the general construction 
contract price for faithful performance of the contract. 
The Bid Bond attached, in the amount not less than five 
percent (5%) of the above bid sum, shall be come the 
property of the City of St. George in the event that the 
contract is not negotiated and/or the Owner's Protective 
Bond delivered within the time set forth, as liquidated 
damages for the delay and additional expense caused thereby. 
Sanitary Sewerage Unit Costs: 
Note: All bids shall be checked for mathematical errors by 
the Engineer. If errors have been made in the extension of 
the figures, it will be assumed that the unit prices are 
correct and the total amounts will be revised to reflect the 
corrections. 
Item Approximate Unit Price Amount 
No, Quantities Item Descrip. Dollars Cents $ & C 
1. Lumpsum Mobilization 5 ° ^ ^OCX 
2. 1,190 l.f. 8" Sewer Line JX^^fL ZL&j^^*0* 
i 
&& 
3 . 8 Each 4' Dia. Manhole \ QCQ%^ fZ OOO* 
oo 
*& 
4. 600 c.y. Rock Excavation ^ ^ ^ ^ J& O&O* 
5. 7,500 s.f. Bituminous £_- # Q HS73 *^ 
Surface Restoration &S>U l °> /~>^* 
TOTAL OF SCHEDULE: nn a \ ft — 
Type of Organization: &&2*&>0*?^^&>^ 
(Corporation, Co-Partnership, Individual, Etc.) 
i^sva.-
SEAL (If a Corporation) 
Respectfully Submitted, 




PROPOSAL - 2 
ST. GEORGE P PORT TERMINAL ADDITION 
Reference: 
Section: 23.43 
REQUIRED CLAUSES FOR FAA-ASSISTED CONTRACTS 
Policy. It is the policy of the Department of Transportation that 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprises as defined in 4 9 CFR Part 2 3 
shall have the maximum opportunity to participate in the 
performance of contracts financed in whole or in part with Federal 
funds under this agreement. Consequently, the DBE requirements of 
49 CFR Part 23 apply to this agreement. 
DBE Obligation. The recipient or its contractors agrees to ensure 
that Disadvantaged Business Enterprises as defined in 49 CFR Parr: 
23 "have the maximum opportunity to participate in the performance 
of contracts and subcontracts financed in whole or in part with 
Federal funds provided under this agreement. In this regard, 
contractors shall take all necessary and reasonable steps in 
accordance with 4 9 CFR Part 23 to ensure that disadvantaged 
business enterprises have the maximum opportunity to compete for 
and perform contracts. Recipients and their contractors shall not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, or sex 
in the award and performance of DOT-assisted contracts. 
All bidders, potential contractors, or subcontractors for this DCT-
assisted contract are hereby motif ied "that failure to carry-out the 
DOT policy and the DBE obligation,' as set forth above, shall 
constitute a breach of contract which may result in termination of. 
the contract or "such other remedy as deemed appropriate by the 
recipient and the FAA. 
REQ-CLAUSES-1 
SPECIAL DBE PROVISIONS 1 
ST. GZCR. "\x.w?ORT TERMINAL ADDITIOL 10/SO 
TO BE SUBMITTED WITH 3ID 
Page 1 
Attachment No. 
BID OR PROPOSAL FORM 
The following language must be in the bid or proposal documents. 
A Bidder must have properly completed the form to be considered an 
eligible Bidder. 
"The Bidder (Proposer) shall complete the following 
statement by checking the appropriate boxes. 
The Bidder (Proposer) has CxT] has not [ ] 
participated in a previous contract subject to the 
equal opportunity clause prescribed by Executive 
Order 10925, or Executive Order 11114, or Executive 
Order 1124 6. 
The Bidder (Proposer) has CXf has not [ ] 
submitted all compliance reports in connection 
with any such contract due under the applicable 
filing requirements; and that representations 
indicating submission of required compliance 
reports signed by proposed subcontractors will be 
obtained prior to award of subcontracts. 
If the Bidder (Proposer) has participated in a 
previous contract subject to the equal 
opportunity clause and has not submitted 
compliance reports due under applicable filing 
requirements, the Bidder (Proposer) shall submit 
a compliance report on Standard Form 100 
•Employee Information Report EEO-11 prior to the 
award of contract." 
£^^ S ignature Date 
' T i t l e 
DBE/BID-1 
SPECIAL DBE PROVISIONS -
ST. GEORGE ; PORT TERMINAL ADDITION 10/5( 
2 
ATTACHMENT NO. z 
BID OR PROPOSAL FORK - Page 3 of 3 
CERTIFICATION TO BE SUBMITTED BY FEDERALLY-ASSISTED CONSTRUCTION 
CONTRACTORS AND THEIR SUBCONTRACTORS fAPPLICABLE TO FEDERALLY-ASSISTED 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS AND RELATED SUBCONTRACTS EXCEEDING S10.000 Wr^c-
\RE NOT EXEMPT FROM THE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE. 
CERTIFICATION OF NONSEGREGATED FACILITIES 
The Federally-assisted construction contractor certifies that he does 
not maintain or provide, for his employees, any segregated facilities 
at any of his establishments and that he does not permit his employees 
to perform their services at any location, under his control, where 
segregated facilities are maintained* The Federally-assisted 
construction contractor certifies that he will not maintain or provide, 
for his employees, segregated facilities at any of his establishments 
and that he will not permit his employees to perform their services at 
any location under his control where segregated facilities are 
maintained. The Federally-assisted construction contractor agrees thar 
a breach in this certification is a violation of the Equal Opportunity 
Clause of this contract. As used in this certification, the ter^ 
"segregated facilities" means any waiting rooms, work areas, restrooms, 
and washrooms, restaurants and other eating areas, timeclocks, locker 
rooms and other storage or dressing areas, parking lots, drinking 
fountains, recreation or entertainment areas, transportation, and 
housing facilities provided for employees which are segregated by 
explicit directives or are, in fact, segregated on the basis of race, 
color, religion, or national origin because of habit, local custom, or 
any other reasons. The Federally-assisted construction contractor 
agrees that (except where he has obtained identical certifications from 
proposed subcontractors for specific time periods) he will obtain 
identical certifications from proposed subcontractors prior to the award 
of subcontracts exceeding $10,000 which are not exempt from the 
provisions of the Equal Opportunity Clause and that he will retain such 
certification in his files. 
Signature 
/ <z?/z**/£ o 
/ T i t l e 
SPECIAL DBE PROVISIONS - 3 
ST. CEORG \IRPORT TERMINAL ADDITION 10/90 
TO BE SUBMITTED WITH BID 
DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS UTILIZATION COMMITMENT 
A. The bidder agrees to make good faith .efforts, as defined in 
Appendix A of 49 CFR Part 23, Regulations of the Office of the 
Secretary of Transportation, to subcontract 11/96" percent of 
the dollar value of the prime contract to small business concerns 
owned and controlled by socially and economically disadvantaged 
individuals (DBE) . In the event that the bidder for this 
solicitation qualifies as a DBE, the contract goal shall be deemed 
to have been met. 
Individuals who are rebuttably presumed to be socially and 
economically disadvantaged include the following: 
Women Native Americans 
Black Asian-Pacific Americans 
Hispanic Asian-Indian Americans 
For the purposes of this commitment, the term "Disadvantaged 
Business Enterprise" shall mean a business: 
1. Which is an independent organization and the ownership 
and control by the disadvantaged person(s) must be real 
and continuing, and in compliance with applicable 
Department of Transportation requirements. 
2. Whose management and daily business operations are 
controlled by one or more Disadvantaged individuals. 
The apparent successful competitor will be required -to siibmit 
information concerning the DBE's that will participate in this 
contract. The information will include the name and address of 
each DBE, a description of the work to be performed by each named 
firm, and the dollar value of the contract. 
If the bidder fails to achieve the contract goal stated 
herein, it will be required to provide documentation demonstrating 
that it made good faith efforts in attempting to do so. A bid that 
fails to meet these requirements will be considered nonresponsive. 
DBE/BID-13 
SPECIAL DBE PROVISIONS - * 
TO BE SUBMITTED WITH BT1 
B. The bidder must indicate the Disadvantaged Business 
Enterprise (s) proposed for utilization as parr of this 
contract as follows: 
Name, Addresses, and Phone Nature of Dollar Value of 
Number of Disadvantaged Firms Participation Parricioar:on 
& 
NAME OF DBE FIRM NOT 
REQUIRED WITH BID 
*Total Bid Amount: Total: 
•Percentage of Disadvantaged Participation: 
Tf the contractor does not meet the project goals, 
written evidence must be provided to show that a 
reasonable and good faith effort was made to reach the 
contract DBE goals. The sponsor shall base its 
judgement of the reasonable and good faith effort of 
the contractor to ' secure DBE participation on the 
following criteria: 
*1. The Contractor shall attend a pre bid 
meeting on scheduled 
by the sponsor to inform DBE's of 
subcontracting opportunities. 
Attended ^ 7 " ^ ? / ; . ^//^Pyy 
Did not Attend 
*2. The Contractor shall contact the City of 
St. Georcre for a copy of current DBE 
Listing. Contact T5rjWL,frC " Z T ^ M ^ E T ^ 
Date Contacted *i*7_ —"7., n ~ q Q 
3. List general circulation, trade association, 
and minority focus media where 
subcontracting opportunities were 
advertised. Provide proof of advertising. 
NOT REQUIRED WITH BID 
Note: Contractors may use other DBE listings providing they 
have been certified by an acceptable DOT recipient and 
approved by the Federal Aviation Administration and 
St. George City .. 
•Information that must be submitted with bid. 
DBE/BID-llPECIAL D B E PROVISIONS - 5 
ST. GEOr.G.' vlRPORT TERMINAL ADDITIorf . « . „ „ 
- u / ? Q 
TO BE SUBMITTED WITH 3ID 
Plans, specifications and requirements of 
the contract were provided to the following 
DBE's:** 
NAME OF DBE FIRM NOT REQUIRED WITH BID 
**Attach transmittal letters or other 
evidence of having furnished the materials 
to DBEfs. 
If a DBE bid was rejected state why on the 
attached DBE Unavailability Certification 
Form. 
List any additional data used to secure DBE 
participation: 
NOT REQUIRED WITH BID 
Record of telephone conversation is not 
sufficient proof of DBE contact. Provide 
copies of reply letters from DBE's or if no 
reply was obtained attach copy of registered 
or certified letters. 
Failure to provide the above information 
will make the bidder non responsive and not 
eligible for award of the contract. 
C. The bidder agrees to certify that the Disadvantaged 
firm(s) engaged to provide materials or services in 
the completion of the project (a) is a bona fide 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise; and (b) has 
executed a binding contract to provide specific 
materials or services for a specific dollar amount. 
DBE/BID-15 
SPECIAL DBE PROVISIONS - 6 
ST. GEORGE A" ">ORT TERMINAL ADDITION 10/90 
TO BE SUBMITTED WITH BID 
Certification that the Disadvantaged Business 
Enterprise(s) has executed a binding contract with the 
bidder for materials or services should be provided to 
the Sponsor at the time the bidder's contract is 
submitted to the Sponsor. Breach of this commitment 
constitutes a breach of the bidder's contract, if 
awarded. 
During the period of the contract, the bidder agrees 
to make a good faith effort to replace a terminated 
DBE subcontractor with another DBE subcontractor. 
D. The undersigned hereby certified that he or she has 
read the terms of this commitment and is authorized to 
bind the bidder to the commitment herein set forth. 
Name of Authorized Officer 
Date: /•?• Izb I*) 0 
•7 1 7 
Signature of Authorized 
Officer 
D B E / B I D - 1 6 
SPECIAL DBE PROVISIONS - 7 
ST. GEOR( AIRPORT TERMINAL ADDITICM 
PROCEDURES FOR IDENTIFYING D.B.E. f S 
In all solicitations for DOT assisted contracts, for which 
there are subcontracting possibilities and for which D3E contract 
goals have been established, THE CITY OF St. GEORGE 
will require the bidder/proposer to include in their bid/proposal 
written assurance that they have made a good faith effort:* to* meet 
these goals, and what measures of action they have taken. The 
solicitation will include notification that after the opening of 
bids and before the Awarding of "a ppntrac.t; Jihe^appjarent successful 
competitor will :be required to submit" the following information: 
1. Names and addresses of DBE firms that are 
participating in the contract. 
2. Description of work each named DBE will 
perform, 
3. Dollar amount of participation by each named 
DBE firm. 
It will be further required that this information be provided 
within five (5) days from the date of the request from Ogden City 
Corporation. 
If the DBE participation submitted does not meet DBE contract 
goals, THE CITY OF ST. GEORGE will require sufficient 
documentation from the contractor to satisfy FAA that good faith 
efforts by the contractor(s) have been made to meet the established 
goals. 
The contract is advised to follow closely those guidelines and 
requirements as identified in subsequent sections of this contract 
document entitled "DBE Participation Guidelines" and "Disadvantaged 
Business Utilization Commitment." 
PROC-1 
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ARTICLE 7 
CHANGES IN THE WORK 
7.1 CHANGES 
Changes in the Work may be.accomplished after execu-
tion of the contract, and without invalidating the Contract, by 
THange Order. Constryrtmn Change Directive nr order for * 
minor chance in the Work, subject, to the limitations stated in 
this Article. 7 ancLclscwhcrc in the Contract Documents. 
7.1.2 A Change Order shall be based upon agreement among 
the Owner. Contractor and Architect; a Construction Change 
Directive requires agreement by the Owner and Architect and 
AH? or may nufbc agrcctino-by-th<?--€omractor; an order for a 
minor" change in the Work may be issued by the Architect 
alone. 
7.1.3 Changes in the Work shall be performed under appli-
cable provisions of the Contract Documents, and the Contrac-
tor shall proceed promptly, unless otherwise provided in the 
Change Order, Construction Change Directive or order for a 
minor change in the Work. 
7.1.4 If unit prices are stated in the Contract Documents or 
subsequently agreed upon, and if quantities originally con-
templated are so changed in a proposed Change Order or Con-
struction Change Directive that application of such unit prices 
to quantities of Work proposed will cause substantial inequity 
to the Owner or Contmctor, the applicable unit prices shall be 
equitably adjusted. 
7.2 CHANGE ORDERS 
7.2.1 A Change Order is a written instrument prepared by the 
Architect and signed by the Owner. Contractor and Architect, 
stating their agreement upon all of the following: 
.1 a change in the Work; 
.2 the amount of the adjustment in the Contract Sum. if 
any: and 
.3 the extent of the adjustment in the Contract Time, if 
any 
7.2.2 Methods used in determining adjustments to the Contract 
Sum may include those listed in Subparagraph 7.3.3. 
7.3 CONSTRUCTION CHANGE DIRECTIVES 
# • ; 
7.3.1 A Construction Change Directive is a written order pre-
pared by the Architect and signed by the Owner and Architect, 
directing a change in the Work and stating a proposed basis for 
adjustment, if any. in the Contract Sum or Contract Time, or 
both. The Owner may by Construction Change Directive, 
without invalidating the Contract, order changes in the Work 
within the general scope of the Contract consisting of addi-
tions, deletions or other revisions, the Contract Sum and Con-
tract Time being adjusted accordingly. 
.7.3.2 A Construction Change Directive shall be used in the 
absence of total agreement on the terms of a Change Order. 
7.3.3 If the Construction Change Directive provides for an 
adjustment to the Contract Sum. the adjustment shall he based 
on one of the following methods: 
.1 mutual acceptance of a lump Mini properly itemized 
and supported by sufficient substantiating data to per-
mit evaluation: 
.2 unit prices stated in the Contract Documents or sub-
sequently agreed upon: 
.ymctl 
*~tcrt 
.3 cost to be determined m a manner agreed upon b 
the panics and a mutuaJIv acccptaoic fixed or pcrcen 
age tee: or 
.4 as provided in Subparagraph 7.3.6 
7.3.4 Upon receipt of a Construction Change Directive, th 
Contractor shall promptly proceed with the change in th 
Work involved and advise the Architect of the Contractor 
agreement or disagreement with the method, if an v. provide, 
in the Construction Change Directive for determining the pre 
posed adjustment in the Contract Sum or Contract Time. 
7.3.5 A Construction Change Directive signed bv the Contrac 
tor indicates the agreement ot the Contractor therewith, mclud 
ing adjustment in Contract Sum and Contract Tune or th-
method for determining them. Such agreement shall be effee 
tive immediately and shall be recorded as a Change Order. 
7.3.6 If the Contractor does not respond promptly or disagree. 
with the method for adjustment in the Contract Sum, th 
tncthod and the adjustment shall be determined bv the Archi 
ea _on the basis of reasonable expenditures and savings q 
those performing the Work attributable to the change, indue; 
mg. in case of an increase in the Contract Sum. a reasonable 
allowance for overhead and profit. In such case, and also unde 
Clause 7.3.3.3. the Contractor shall keep and present, in suc\ 
form as the Architect may prescribe, an itemized accounting 
together with appropriate supporting data. Unless otherwise 
provided in the Contract Documents, costs for the purposes o 
this Subparagraph 7.3.6 shall be limned to ihc following: 
.1 costs of labor, including social security, old age anc 
unemployment insurance, fringe benefits required b' 
agreement or custom, and workers' or workmen' 
compensation insurance; 
.2 costs of materials, supplies and equipment, includ 
ing cost of transportation, whether incorporated o 
consumed; 
.3 rental costs of machinery and equipment, exclusive c 
hand tools, whether rented from the Contractor o 
others. 
.4 costs ot premiums tor all bonds and insurance, permi 
fees, and sales, use or similar taxes related to the 
Work; and 
.5 additional costs or supervision and field office person 
nel directly attributable to the change. 
7.3.7 pending-Jlnai>.determination of cost to the Owne/ 
amounts not in dispute may be included in Applications fo 
kTjyymcnt. "£hc amount of credit to be allowed by the Contrac, 
itor to \\\c Owner for a deletion qrjrhangcjvhich resultsjn a nc 
1 decrease in the Contract Sum shall be actual net cost as_con 
lfirmed by the Architect. \\ hen both additions and credit: 
c^TfVcnng related Work or substitutions are involved in : 
Wahgc. the allowance for overhead and profit shall be figurcc 
on the basis of net increase, if any. with respect to that change 
7.3.8 If the Owner and Contractor do not agree with the 
adjustment in Contract Time or the method tor determining it 
the adjustment or the method shall he referred to the Architec 
for determination 
7.3.9 When the Owner and Contractor agree with the deter 
initiation made by the Architect concerning the adjustments ir 
the Contract Sum and Contract Time, or otherwi.se reach agree 
ment upon the adjustments, such agreement shall be effective 
immediately and shall be recorded bv preparation and execu-
tion of an appropriate Change Order 
AIA DOCUMENT A201 • GENERAL CONDITIONS OK THE CONTRACT FOR CON.sTKlC.TlON • FOlRTrENTH EDITION 
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7.4 MINOR CHANGES IN THE WORK 
7.4.1 The Architect will have authonty to order minor changes 
in the Work not involving adjustment in the Contract Sum or 
extension of the Contract Time and not inconsistent with the 
intent of the Contract Documents. Such changes shall be 
effected by written order and shall be binding on the Owner 





8.1.1 Unless otherwise provided. Contract Time is the period 
of time, including authorized adjustments, allotted in the Con-
tract Documents for Substantial Completion of the Work. 
8.1.2 The date of commencement of the Work is the date 
established in the Agreement. The date shall not be postponed 
by the failure to act of the Contractor or of persons or entities 
for whom the Contractor is responsible. 
8.1.3 The date of Substantial Completion is the date certified 
by the Architect in accordance with Paragraph 9.8. 
8.1.4 The term "day" as used in the Contract Documents shall 
mean calendar day unless otherwise specifically defined. 
8.2 PROGRESS AND COMPLETION 
8.2.1 Time limits stated in the Contract Documents arc of the 
essence of the Contract. By executing the Agreement the Con-
tractor confirms that the Contract Time is a reasonable period 
for performing the Work. 
8.2.2 The Contractor shall not knowingly, except by agree-
ment or instruction of the Owner in writing, prematurely com-
mence operations on the site or elsewhere prior to the effective 
date of insurance required by Article 11 to be furnished by the 
Contractor. The date of commencement of the Work shall not 
be changed by the effective date or such insurance. Unless the 
date of commencement is established by a notice to proceed 
given by the Owner, the Contractor shall notify the Owner in 
wntmg not less than five davs or other agreed period before 
commencing the Work to permit the timely filing of mortgages, 
mechanic's liens and other security interests. 
8.2.3 The Contractor shall proceed expeditiously with ade-
quate forces and shall achieve Substantial Completion within 
the Contract Time. 
8.3 DELAYS AND EXTENSIONS OF TIME 
8.3.1 If the Contractor is delayed at any time in progress of the 
Work by an act or neglect of the Owner or Architect, or of an 
employer of either, or of a separate contractor employed by 
the Owner, or by changes ordered in the Work, or by labor 
disputes, fire, unusual delay in deliveries, unavoidable casualties 
or other causes beyond the Contractors control, or by delay 
authorized by the Owner pending arbitration, or by other 
causes which the Architect determines may justify delay, then 
the Contract Time shall be extended by Change Order for such 
reasonable time as the Architect may determine. 
8.3.2 Claims relating to time shall be made in accordance with 
applicable provisions of Paragraph -i . j . 
8.3.3 This Paragraph 8.3 does not preclude recovery of dam-
ages for delay by cither party under other provisions of the 
Contract Documents. 
AlA DOCUMENT A201 • GENERAL COS 
ARTICLE 9 
PAYMENTS AND COMPLETION 
9.1 CONTRACT SUM 
9.1.1 The Contract Sum is stated in the Agreement and, includ-
ing authorized adjustments, is the total amoun: pavable by the 
Owner to the Contractor tor performance or the Work under 
the Contract Documents. 
9.2 SCHEDULE OF VALUES 
9.2.1 Before the first Application for Pavmenr, the Contractor 
shall submit to the Architect a schedule of values allocated to 
various portions of the Work, prepared in such form and sup-
ported by such data to substantiate its accuracy as the Architect 
may require. This schedule, unless objected to by the Architect, 
shall be used as a basis for reviewing the Contractor's Applica-
tions for Payment. 
9.3 APPLICATIONS FOR PAYMENT 
9.3.1 At least ten days before the date established for each 
progress payment, the Contractor shall submit to the Architect 
an itemized Application for Pavment for operations completed 
in accordance with the schedule of values. Such application 
shall be notarized, it required, and supported by such data 
substantiating the Contractor's right to payment as the Owner 
or Architect may require, such as copies of requisitions from 
Subcontractors and material suppliers, and reflecting rctainage 
if provided for elsewhere in the Contract Documents. 
9.3.1.1 Such applications may include requests for payment on 
account of changes in the Work which have been properly 
authorized by Construction Change Directives but not yet 
included in Change Orders. 
9.3.1.2 Such applications may not include requests for pay-
ment of amounts the Contractor does not intend to pay to a 
Subcontractor or material supplier because of a dispute or other 
reason. 
9.3.2 Unless otherwise provided in the Contract Documents, 
payments shall be made on account of matenals and equipment 
delivered and suitablv stored at the site for subsequent incor-
poration in the Work If approved in advance by the Owner, 
payment mav similarlv be made for matenals and equipment 
suitably stored off the site at a location agreed upon in wntmg. 
Payment for materials and equipment stored on or off the sue 
shall be conditioned upon compliance by the Contractor with 
procedures satisfactory to the Owner to establish the Owners 
title to such materials and equipment or otherwise protect the 
Owner's interest, and shall include applicable insurance. 
storage and transportation to the site for such materials and 
equipment stored off the sue. 
9.3.3 The Contractor warrants that title to all Work covered by 
an Application for Payment will pass to the Owner no later than 
the time of payment. The Contractor further warrants that 
upon submittal ot an Application for Payment all Work for 
which Certificates tor Pavment have been previously issued 
and payments received from the Owner shall, to the best of the 
Contractors knowledge, information and belief, be free and 
clear of liens, claims, secuntv interests or encumbrances in 
favor of the Contractor. Subcontractors, material suppliers, or 
other persons or entitle* making a claim by reason of having 
provided labor, materials and equipment relating to the Work. 
9.4 CERTIFICATES FOR PAYMENT 
9.4.1 The Architect will, within seven days after receipt of the 
Contractor's Application for Payment, either issue to the 
INS OF THE CONTRACT FOR CONSTRUCTION • rOLRTbENTH EDITION 
January 14, 1991 
Cal Wadsworth Construction 
Attn: Cal Wadsworth 
145 South 400 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Dear Wadsworl 
As the low bid was disqualified, your bid of $910,980.00 is 
now the appaxent low bid. The City requests from you a list of ail 
your subcontractors and the work they will perform. Also, please 
identify the DBE subcontractors you propose to use including an 
estimate of the dollar amount of work they will perform. 
City Attorney 
TWS:gm 
CITY OF ST. GEORGE 
175 East 200 North. St. George. Utah 84770 
(801)634-5800 
MAYOR 
Karl F, Brooks 
CITY MANAGER 
Gary & Esplin 
CITY COUNCIL 
Mona Given. Sharon L Isom 
M. Royce Jones. Damet 0. McArthur 
Douglas 8. Nie/son 
UY 
. WADSWORTW CONSTRUCTION 
Jan- 9, 1991 
City of St George 
175 East 200 North 
St. George, Ot. 84770 
a. i: i: :, B X :i ] 3 ::) c k
 i( D i r e c t o i: o::!: P i i blic Works 
Re: Terminal B u i l d i n g A d d i t i o n 
S t . George A v i a t i o n Termina l 
131 1! I • i : 'J , 
Yesterday 1 made a phone call to the architect for the above 
referenced project, Leslie Stoker, who informed me that the 
apparent low bidder on the project had withdrawn his bid. He 
then indicated that he was giving us formal notification of 
the City's intent to award the project to our firm-
Mr. Stoker then proceeded to inform me that the City wished 
to reduce the cost of the project by narrowing the scope of 
work and asked if we would be amendable to negotiate some 
specific changes. I indicated to him that we would consider 
any items the City wished to look at, but that it was 
inappropriate to discuss specifics prior to award of the 
project* I reminded him that we had objected to any 
negotiations between the City and Shirl Inkley prior to 
award, consequently, we could not engage i n such negotiations 
ourselves in good conscience. 
This letter is to advise you that we look forward to working 
With, the City of St. George, and that we will be amendable to 
discuss any aspect of the project with the City following 
award of the project to our firm. 
Cal Wadsworth 





CITY OF ST. GEORGE 
Special City Council Meeting 
Council Chambers - City Hall 
January 10, 1991 - 5:00 p.m. 
Mayor Karl Brooks 
Councilwoman Mona Given 
Councilman Dan McAxthur 
Councilman Doug Nielson 
City Manager Gary Espiin 
City Attorney Ted Shumway 
City Recorder Barbara Hunt 
Councilwoman Sharon Isom (excused) 
Councilman Royce Jones 
Mnyor rrnoliL welcomed everyone to the meet inc. 
Airport Terminal E x p a n s i o n Project. City 
Manager Espiin said the low bid was submitted 
by Inkley1s Construction. Inkley's Construction 
bid was non-responsive as they did not bid the 
cost of the sewer . Staff recommends we remove 
the low bid of Inkley's Construction and contact 
the next low bidder, Wadsworth Construction. 
Attorney Ted Shumway said this deletion cf the 
sewer was brought to the attention of the City 
at the bid opening. Inkley's said they would 
like to amend the bid to add sewer in. He did 
not withdraw his bid and would like his low bid 
to be accepted. 
C i t y M a n a g e r E s p i i n said in the bidding 
ordinance we allow a local company within 5% to 
be awarded the low bid if they meet the low bid 
pri c e . This is covered under our Local 
Preference Ordinance. FAA said they can not 
allow this local preference ordinance to be in 
effect on this project. Because of the non-
responsive bid from Inkley's, Wadsworth is the 
apparant low bidder in the amount of 5910,980. 
p this project. 
Mr. Espiin presented Council with an outline of 
adjustments to cut costs to bring this project 
into line with the budget. One suggestion was 
to delete the sewer and bid it separately. 
City Manager Espiin said Wadsworth does^ not want 
to negotiate for actual costs until he is 
a w a r d e d t h e b i d . The C i t y c a n n o t award t h e b i d 
u n l e s s we c a n d e l e t e i t e m s from t h e ^ r e j e c t t o 
g e t w i t h i n o u r b u d g e t i n t h e G e n e r a l F u n d . 
H o w e v e r , t h i s b i d m u s t b e a w a r d e d b v F r i d a y ' 
J a n u a r y 1 1 , 1 9 9 1 . 
C i t y M a n a g e r s u g g e s t e d t h e b i d b e a w a r d e d 
s u b j e c t t o n e g o t i a t i o n s . I f W a d s w o r t h 
C o n s t r u c t i o n d o e s n o t a c c e p t t h i s c o n d i t i o n t h e n 
t h e p r o j e c t w i l l b e r e - b i d " . 
M r . E s p l i n s a i d I n k l e y 1 s b i d w a s d i s c a r d e d 
b e c a u s e i t w a s n o n - r e s p o n s i v e t o t h e b i d 
d o c u m e n t . 
C o u n c i l m a n N i e l s o n made a m o t i o n t o award t h e 
b i d for t h e A i r p o r t T e r m i n a l E x p a n s i o n P r o j e c t 
t o Wadsworth C o n s t r u c t i o n w i t h t h e c o n d i t i o n and 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g we c a n n e g o t i a t e down t o a p r i c e 
w h e r e i n we c a n m e e t b u d g e t . I f t h i s i s n o t 
a c c e p t a b l e r e - b i d t h e p r o j e c t . C o u n c i l w o m a n 
G i v e n s e c o n d e d t h e m o t i o n . A l l v o t e d a y e . 
COMPLIMENTS TO CITY EMPLOYEES: M a y o r B r o o k s r e f e r r e d t o t w o 
l e t t e r s c o m p l i m e n t i n g C i t y E m p l o y e e s f o r j o b s 
w e l l d o n e . One l e t t e r was t h a n k s t o t h e F i r e 
D e p a r t m e n t a n d t h e o t h e r t o t h e S e w e r 
D e p a r t m e n t . 
LETTER OF RESIGNATION: P l a n n i n g C o m m i s s i o n C h a i r m a n L a n e L o s s e e 
s e n t a l e t t e r o f r e s i g n a t i o n t o t h e C i t y he^ i s 
n o l o n g e r a b l e t o s e r v e o n t h e P l a n n i n g 
C o m m i s s i o n . 
ADCTOURN TO WORK MEETING: C o u n c i l m a n McArthur made a m o t i o n s e c o n d e d 
b y C o u n c i l w o m a n G i v e n t o a d j o u r n t o a w o r k 
m e e t i n g . 
RECONVENE: T h e r e was n o t a c t i o n t a k e n a t t h e work m e e t i n g . 
ADJOURN: Mayor B r o o k s a d j o u r n e d t h e m e e t i n g a t 9 : 0 0 p . m . 
January ± J i r» b 1 
Inkley Construction Co. 
Attn: Shirl B. InJcley 
4626 South. 1175 West 
Salt Lake City, Utah. 84107 
Re: Virm i iiti i Addit ion 
Dear Mr, I n k l e y : 
At a public meeting on January 10
 f 1991, the city Council 
awarded the bid for construction of the above addition to the 
second low bidder. That bidder became the low bidder when the bid 
of your company was disqualified. The bid did not respond to the 
specifications as required by City ordinance in that it failed to 
include the sewer and did not include the disadvantaged business 
utilization commitment 
In response to your letter of January 7, I recognize that 
after the bid opening you placed a price on the cost of installing 
a sewerfand that prices added to your bid would still maJce it less 
than the second bidder. Nonetheless, inclusion of the sewer amount 
after the bids were opened does not meet the requirements cf the 
specifications or our ordinance and cannot s&rve. to qualify your 
bid-
Adjustments for the sicylight or other items wiiicb might be 
deleted from the bid cannot pertain to or affect the basic bid, 
although they are matters that may be adjusted after a bid is 
accepted through a change order or mutual agreement between the 
City and the contractor. I regret that we cannot, now maJce 




CTTY O F ST. GEORGE 
175 East 2 0 0 Norm. S i George. Utart 84 
(801)634-5800 
MAYOR 
Karl F. Brooks 
CITY MANAGER 
Gary S. Esplin 
CITY COUNCIL 
Mona Gi'ven. Sharon L Isorn 
M. Royce Jones. Oamef 0. McArrnur 
Douglas & Ntetson 
CJV 
U i L "y iX CSWORTM CONSTRUCTION 
J a n . * 2 , x a y l 
City of St. George 
175 East 200 North 
St. George, at. 84770 
Att: T. W, Shumway 
City Attorney 
.._ - w^. George Ci4;P Ml • , I , - liUon 
Dear Mr , Shumwa y
 lP 
Enclosed is the list of subcontractor:; • .-*? 
will perform and our proposed D.B.E. subcontract:: yen 
requested fc r above referenced project. 
Regar ds r 
Cal Wadsworth 
CW/ae 
145 South 400 East Salt Lake City, Utah 84 n 1 359-1957 
CAL WADSWORTH CONSTRUCTION 
J a n . 2 2 f 1 9 9 1 
City of St. George 
175 East 200 North 
St. George, Dt. 84770 
Att: T. W. Shuxnway 
City Attorney 























Rogers Construction (^ -j-x,-^  
Rogers Construction 
Rogers Construction 
Western Fence 312.-2^3 
Glades Mill 5$t*-^T(0 
Superior Insulation 
Bundy Stucco C/13-3*?^! 
Layton Roofing 3t?5r03"*>"l 
Alders Z ^ W l O Q 
Rocky Mountain Door 2L?^-<4-^S" 
St. George Glass <L/?3-"?Z7-H 
N.F.P. Construction C/13-^L-?^ 
West Valley Tile ^LTt-CnZ-O _ 
Professional Floors ^13-2.^"/ 
Pullhara Enterprises ~ll/S'-^WC 
Woodruff Sales Inc. ^H2--3o^ 
Midwest Office Supply 
Undecided 
Tom's Mechanical t/13-3300 
Climac Heating &\lsLr-~1*ttO 
FM Electric 5 ^ - , 3 ^ 
D.B.E. Subcontract©r- FM Electric $ 155,000.00 
145 South 400 East Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 359-1957 
PRL 10US BIDDING 
AWARDS 
Construe V J I contracts awarded in Utah, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Wyoming 
Colorado, and Other States. 
Montana, 
UTAH BUILDING 
SATURN OF SALT LAKE AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIP 
BLDG, Satt Laic* City, Ut (Salt Late* Co) 8tti South A 
Wast Tempi * Saplamber 27 
GC Awd (Contract not signed)- Bid 9-27 
Owner: Rick Warner Entr.. 370 E. South Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah 
84101 (No Inquiries to Owner- Mail contact to Arch Only) 
Archt - Smith & Layton, Archs. (Roger Smith-Proj Arch) 344 East First 
South Salt Lake City, Ut 84111 (Mail Contact Only) 
Engr - (Str) Richards-Fields Consultants 1059 East 900 South Salt Lake 
City UT 84105 (801/532-1067) 
Engr (meeh) - WHW Engrs. 1354 East 3300 South, #300 Salt Lake City. 
Ut. 84106 (801/466-4021) 
vtcCuIlough Engrg & Constn 47 S 1000 W SLC. 
UT 84104 (801)595-6555 Fax 595-6050 . . .(Awarded) 
SFciaosa/ur/B) 
DISTRIBUTIVE TECHNOLOGY (REMODEL) , Ogden U i 
•Weber Co) at Webar State College December 19 
Dwner - Admin Svcs State of Ut NeaJ Stowe (Oir) Div Faetts & Const Mgt 
4110 State Office Bldg Salt Lake City UT 84114 (801)538-3260 & 
538-3018 
Vreh-Jones/Riehards & Assoc 533 26th SL Ste 101 Ogden. i IT 84 401 
(801)394-3033 
dtaeay Enterprises 3768 Pacific Ave. Box 9195 
Ogden. UT 84409 (801)621-6210 (Awarded) $170,900 
SmOMS7AJTm 23-12TIB/90 
T E M : AIR CONDIT IONING EQUIPMENT REPLACE-
MENT, Ogden UT (Weber Co) Ogdan/Webar Applied 
"•chnology Crttr December 20 
> m e r - Admin Svcs State of Ut Neal Stowe (Dir) Div Faciis & Const Mgt 
4110 State Office Bldg Salt Lake City UT 34114 (801)538-3260 & 
538-3018 
Engr- (Gvil/Des) CRS Consulting Engrs 2411 Kiesel Ste 406 Ogden UT 
84401 (801/394-6446) 
Mechanical Servs & Systems 7021 S 400 W 
MioVala UT 84047 (801/2S5-9333) . . . (Awai dad) S33.625 
swawra/t/r/B) 3*12/21/90 
*ERMINAL BLDG (ADDN), Saint Georye UT (Washington 
^ • C o m m e r c i a l Aviation Terminal December 27 
Contract awarded to other than low bidder- possible const start within 
3I> 60 days bid 12-27 
>wner - City of St George Dapt of Utils Phillip Solomon (Util Engr) 175 
East 200 North St George. UT 84770 (801)634-5800 
ingr (Civil Prelim designy-Cmmmmr & Noble Engrs Frank Seegmiiler 
(Proj Engr) Box 1094435 E Tabernacle St George. UT 84770 (801 )673-
4677 
rent- Leslie A Stoker 435 ETabemade St Box 545 St George. UT 84770 
(801)673-5426 j j iyjf tgr*0^ Corffln us Soum 400 f;Bat 
•SLC. UT 84111 (801)359*1957 Fax 359-1974/(Awarded) 910.000 
naaoTOA/r/B) x . aa»i2/2a 
UTAH ENGINEERING 
EWER U N E REPLACEMENT, Ogdan U T (Webar Co) 
gden/Weber Applied Technology Cntr December 20 
wrier • Admin Svcs State of Ut Neal Stowe (Dir) Div Faciis & Const Mgt 
4110 State Office Bldg Salt Lake City UT 84114 (801)538-3260 & 
538-3018 
ngr (Qvil) - CRS Consulting Engrs 2411 Kiesei Ste 406 Ogden UT 84401 
(801/394-8446) 
app Constn 3869 West 1400 So Ogden. UT (SFS2207I/UT/E> 
84401 (801)731-0629 . , (Warded) $47,238 
IDAHO BUILDING 
FIRE STATION, Lewiaton ID (Nex Perce Co) December 11 
'Owner - City of Lewiaton Attn: Janice Vassar (city elk) 1134 F Street Box 
617 Lewiston ID 83501 (208/746-3671 ) • 
All GC bids rejected- scheduled to go out tor rebid- final decision to be 
made in 2 to 4 weeks- bid 12-11. 
(SF497200/IO/B) «* 
CPP ANALYTICAL LAB UPGRADE RFP # 294470, Idaho 
Falla ID (Bonneville CO) D«* ~ 
contract awarded- const possible within 30 days bid 12-v 
Owner- US Dept of Energy c/o Const Mgr 
Const Mgr- MK-Ferguson of Idaho Co Attn: Matt R Maloney Box 1745 
Idaho Fails. ID 83403-1745 (208/526-2005) 
Commercial Genl Constn Box 51039 Idaho 
Falls. ID 83405 (208)522-2689 FAX 522-2827 (Awarded) $312,000 (SPasioeevTO/Bi 25-12/17/90 
IDAHO ENGINEERING 
SWIMMING POOL DEHUMIDACATION SYSTEM. Black-
foot ID (Bingham Co) - Blacftcloot Swimming Pool Docamoer 28 
GC awd-const scheduled to start within 10 days-bid 12-28' 
Owner - City of Biackfoot Attn: Don Wren (elk) City Hall 157 N Broadway 
Blackfoot ID 83221 (208/785-6600)* 
Bingham Mech of Wyoming Box 2082 Idaho 
Falls. ID 83402 (208)522-^484 . (Awarded) $127,309 
(SFazzse 1/10/6 •01/02/90 
WYOMING ENGINEERING 
HIGHLAND HANOVER REHAB/UPPER BLUFF REHAB, 
Worland WY October 26 
Owner - Highland Hanover lirig Dist 949 U S Hwy 16, Worland, WY & 
Upper Bluff Irrig Dist, Rt 2. Wortand. WY 82401 
Engr - Nelson Engrg Box 1599 Jackson. WY 83001 (307)733-2087 
Main Line Constn 635 Bench Blvd Billings. MT 
59105(406)256-6110 (Awarded) $850,000 
(SF533234/WY/E) 101-10/30/90 
NEVADA ENGINEERING 
INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT (PH III), Laa Vegaa 
NV (Clark Co) Technologe Cntr December 4 
Owner - City of U s Vegas. City Clerk City Hall Complex 400 E Stewart 
Ave Las Vegas. NV 89101 (702)386-6231 
Engr - Delta Engrs 4500 W Oakey Las Vegas NV 89102 (702/877-0955) 
Rock Breakers Inc 4606 Wynn Rd Ste A Las 
Vegas, NV 89103 (702)871-2767 . . , (Awarded) $91,338 
(LA23M71/NV/E} 102-12/12/90 
MONTANA BUILDING 
HOSPITAL BLDG ( INFORMATION SYS RELOCATION), 
Great Falls MT (Cascade Co) 26th St S December 18 
GC awd- const underway- bid 12-18 
Owner- Montana Deaconess Medical Center Kirk Wilson (pros) 1101 
26th St S Great Falls MT 59405 (406/761-1200) 
Arch- Page-Werner. PC Box 3005 Great Falls, MT 59403 (406)727-4405 
Truchot Const 1324 Central Ave W Great Falls 
MT 59404 406/761 -5757 FAX 406/452-7518 (Awarded) not avail 
(SF6229QS/MT/e» 2ft-12/18/00 
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. . . . 
February 7, 1991 
Cal Wadsworth 
Cal Wadsworth Construction 
145 South 400 East 
Salt Lake City, Utai , 841 11 
Re: Municipal Airport Addition 
Dear Mr. Wadsworth: 
As provided in 'the invitation to Bid and previously discussed 
with your attorney, the City is rejecting all bids received for 
construction of the St. George City Municipal Airport Terminal 
Addition. The City regrets the necessity for doing this, but as 
you are aware the bids received were well in excess of the amount 
budgeted, and it has been necessary for the City to effect several 
major changes in the scope of work as reflected in t-u<=> v>- •* 
documents. All bid bonds are being returned. 
The City appreciates your interest in bidding this matter and 
it is hoped that you will continue to have such interest when the 
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CTTY OF ST. GEORGE 
175 East 200 Norm, SL George. Utah 84770 MAYOR Karl F. Brooks 
CITY MANAGER 
Clan* Q P«*r*.ti« 
OTY COUNCIL 
Mona Given. Sharon L. Jsom 
NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING OF THE CITY COUNCIL 
OF THE CITY OF ST. GEORGE 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, UTAH 
Public Notice 
PuDixc notice is hereby given that the City Council of the 
City of St. George, Washington County, Utah, will hold a special 
meeting in the City Office Building on Thursday February 14, 1591 
commencing at 5:00 p.n 
The agenda for: the meeting is as follows : 
1 . BID OPENING 
A- Cons ider r ecommenda t ion t o r e j e c t a l l b i d s
 Zi±<ze:±ve:<^ for 
A i r p o r t T e r m i n a l B u i l d i n g e x p a n s i o n and c o n s i d e r new 
b i d s . 
2 . ADJOURNMENT 
A d j o u r n t o Work M e e t i n g 
D a t e d F e b r u a r y 1 2 , 1 9 9 ! 







CONTRACT FOR SERVICES 
CITY OF ST. GEORGE 
SPECIAL MEETING 
CITY COUNCIL 
Council Chambers - City Kail 
February 14, 1991 - 5:00 p.m. 
Mayor Karl Brooks 
Councilwoman Sharon Isom 
Councilwoman Mona Given 
Councilman Dan McArthur 
Councilman Royce Jones 
Councilman Douglas Nielson 
Utilities Director Wayne McArthur 
Public Works Director Larry Bulloch 
Community Development Director 3ob Nicholson 
City Attorney Ted Shumway 
Deputy City Recorder Vesta Tingey 
City Recorder Barbara Hunt 
Mayor Brooks calie.d the meeting to order. 
Councilman McArthur made a motion seconded by 
Councilwoman Given to go into executive session. 
All voted aye. 
Councilwoman Isom made a motion seconded by 
Councilman Jones to adjourn executive session and 
go into regular session. All voted aye. 
Councilman Nielson made a motion that we ratify 
the action of the Public Works Director in 
rejecting all bids for construction of the 
Airport Terminal Addition because of the 
inability to work out an adjustment of the 
apparent low bid through reduction of the scope 
of the work so as to come within the limits of 
the budget, as directed by the Council when the 
bids were first considered. If the court directs 
otherwise so that rejection of the bids is 
enjoined, then the council should reconsider this 
Motion accordingly. 
The motion was seconded by Councilwoman Given. 
All voted aye. The motion carried. 
Councilman McArthur made a motion seconded by 
Councilman Jones to adjourn regular session and 
go into Redevelopment Agency. All voted aye. 
The contract for services with Cheryl Vause 
Family Partnership was discussed and the contract 
provisions were acceptable to the Agency with the 




unresolved. Special event insurance coverace was 
mentioned as a possible way to resolve the 
liability issue facing both the City and Chervl 
Vause Family Partnership. 
QOWNTOWN
 L A N D S C A P E A N D BEAUTIFICATION PROJECTS: 
Brooks Pace, Redevelopment Advisory Board 
Chairman, presented a pro[posed list of various 
improvements for thp downtown area 
After considerable discussion of the various 
proposed improvements, Councilwoman Given -ace a 
motion to approve the following: (1} 
continuation of fencing in various downtown 
areas; (2) continue miscellaneous landscape 
improvements alo_ng appropriate street and 
sidewalk locations; (3) proceed with 
installation of a temporary concrete stage in 
Block 26 at accommodate the needs of proposed 
special events; (4) approve an asphalt overlay in 
center of Block 29 (around Main Street Fire 
Station to 100 East St. to include Pioneer 
Courthouse parking lot) subject to review and 
recommendation of Public Words Dept.; and (5) 
approve a chip and seal overly in center area of 
block 26 plus driveway areas to Tabernacle and 
St. George Blvd. subject to review and 
recommendation of Public Works Dept. Hold on 
installation of lawn in Block 26 until interest 
i ct. City's Block 26 development RFP is determined.. 
The motion was seconded b^ Councilman Nielson. 
A 1 1 vo ted a ye . The' mo t i o n carried. 
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at about 6:4^ p.m. 
S T A T T I-' 11 i1' I' ) 
County of Washington) 
LARRY BULLOCH, being first auly sworn, supplements the 
Interrogatories heretofore filed by him with the following 
additional Answer to Interrogatorv ** (the first o^ *-u~ two 
interrogatories numbered 6): 
"The project budget iiivolves numerous variables and is not a 
simple fixed amount. Funding for the project is from several 
different sources and different portions of the work are 
receiving allocations at different percentage rates. FAA 
funds are paying for 75% of the sewer line cost, 67% of the 
terminal building construction, and 72% of the cost for 
professional services on the project. The total federal 
participation in the building and sewer line, based upon the 
present bid of Wadsworth Construction, is estimated at 
$616,582. All other costs for the building, sewer line, 
professional fees and landscaping are being funded from the 
City General Fund and Sewer Enterprise Funds." 
s.work 
ULLOCH 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN ' I 
1991, by Larry Bulloch. 
] i i ( 1 1 I 1 1 i J l day ui November, 
GAY A. MILNE 
ItOtAKyPUBUC'SJAttolUTAH 
31OSOimn00EAST#2 
ST. GEORGE. UT. 84770 
COMM. EXP. 4-26-95 
L/CUJCilidlus 
Notary Public 
